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Many research domains witness an increasing interest in the study of dynamical 
processes. For this purpose, variables are measured at consecutive time points, leading to 
time profiles. Time profiles can differ from each other in shape and amplitude. While 
amplitude pertains to the general intensity of the process, shape may reflect critical 
information on its fundamental dynamic characteristics. Therefore, when modeling time 
profiles, disentangling these two aspects of variability and accounting for them is a major 
challenge.  

The starting point for this dissertation is K-spectral centroid clustering (KSC; Yang and 
Leskovec, 2011). KSC assigns each time profile in the data to one out of K clusters, each 
related to a reference profile that reflects the typical shape of the time profiles in the cluster 
in question. Moreover, KSC models amplitude differences within the clusters by providing an 
amplitude coefficient for each profile, which reflects its overall intensity.  

As KSC was developed within the field of machine learning, the first goal of this 
dissertation is to examine the validity and usefulness of this method when applied to 
psychological research data. In Chapter 1 we analyse emotional intensity profiles that were 
collected by asking participants to report on different types of anger-eliciting events. Using 
KSC, we identify two distinct shape clusters, namely early-blooming and late-blooming time 
profiles. Both the clustering as well as the amplitude coefficients could be meaningfully 
related to event importance and emotion regulation strategies.  

In spite of these promising results, for a number of other datasets, we found evidence 
that the performance of KSC may be heavily disturbed by outlying time profiles. Due to the 
iterative nature of the KSC procedure and the eigenvalue decomposition based update of 
the reference profiles, time profiles with a high overall amplitude and a deviating shape may 
have a negative impact on both the reference profile of the clusters and the partitioning of 
time profiles. To overcome this outlier problem, we propose a robust version of KSC, robKSC, 
in Chapter 2. For this purpose, we combine KSC with ideas from ROBPCA (Hubert, 
Rousseeuw & Vanden Branden, 2005).  

KSC focuses on two-mode data, whereas psychological time profile data often have a 
more complex structure. Therefore, a third goal of this doctoral thesis is to develop some 
KSC extensions for more complex data structures. In Chapter 3 we propose an extension for 
the clustering of hierarchical time profile data (e.g., time profiles nested in persons), KSC-N. 
This method parsimoniously captures individual differences in profile repertoire by inducing 
person clusters and by deriving for each cluster separately the profile types that occur most 
often for the people in it. In Chapter 4 we focus on multivariate time profiles, and analyze 
data from an intervention study in which a set of depression symptoms are monitored 
across time for a set of patients (i.e., three-way three-mode data). To obtain an insightful 
overview on how the symptom severity time profiles vary as a function of both individuals 
and symptoms, we develop 2M-KSC. 2M-KSC simultaneously assigns the individuals to a few 
person clusters and the symptoms to a few symptom clusters. Each combination of a person 
cluster and a symptom is further associated with a single reference profile. 
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In tal van onderzoeksdomeinen groeit de belangstelling voor dynamische processen. Om 
deze te bestuderen meet men variabelen op opeenvolgende tijdstippen, wat tijdsprofielen 
oplevert. Tijdsprofielen kunnen van elkaar verschillen in vorm en amplitude. Amplitude heeft 
betrekking op de algemene intensiteit van het proces, terwijl vorm belangrijke informatie 
over de dynamische basiskarakteristieken van het proces geeft. Daarom is het ontwarren en 
verklaren van deze twee aspecten van variabiliteit een grote uitdaging bij het modelleren 
van tijdsprofielen. 

Het startpunt van dit proefschrift is K-spectral centroid clustering (KSC; Yang en 
Leskovec, 2011). KSC wijst ieder tijdsprofiel toe aan één van de K clusters, elk gerelateerd 
met een referentieprofiel dat de typische vorm reflecteert van de tijdsprofielen in de cluster. 
Bovendien modelleert KSC amplitudeverschillen binnen de clusters door een 
amplitudecoëfficiënt te berekenen voor elk tijdsprofiel, die de algemene intensiteit van het 
tijdsprofiel weergeeft. 

Aangezien KSC ontwikkeld werd binnen machine learning, is het eerste doel van dit 
proefschrift de validiteit en het nut van KSC voor psychologisch onderzoek te bestuderen. In 
Hoofdstuk 1 analyseren we emotionele intensiteitsprofielen, verzameld door participanten 
te laten rapporteren over verschillende types van gebeurtenissen die kwaadheid uitlokken. 
Gebruik makend van KSC, identificeren we twee verschillende vormclusters, namelijk 
vroegbloeiende en laatbloeiende tijdsprofielen. Zowel de clustering als de amplitudescores 
zijn betekenisvol gerelateerd aan het belang van de gebeurtenis en emotie-
regulatiestrategieën. 

Ondanks deze veelbelovende resultaten, vonden we bewijs dat voor een aantal andere 
datasets de prestatie van KSC sterk beïnvloed kan worden door uitschieters. Aangezien KSC 
gebruik maakt van een iteratieve procedure waarin de referentieprofielen worden geschat 
via een eigenwaardedecompositie, kunnen tijdsprofielen met een hoge algemene amplitude 
en een afwijkende vorm een negatieve invloed hebben op zowel de referentieprofielen als 
de toewijzing van tijdsprofielen aan clusters. Om dit probleem op te lossen, stellen we in 
Hoofdstuk 2 een robuuste versie van KSC, robKSC, voor. Hiervoor combineren we KSC met 
ideeën uit ROBPCA (Hubert, Rousseeuw & Vanden Branden, 2005).  

KSC focust op twee-modale data terwijl psychologische tijdsprofielen vaak een 
complexere structuur hebben. Het derde doel van dit proefschrift is dan ook het ontwikkelen 
van enkele KSC uitbereidingen voor complexere datastructuren. In Hoofdstuk 3 stellen we 
KSC-N voor om tijdsprofielen met een hiërarchische structuur te clusteren op basis van vorm 
(bijv. tijdsprofielen genest in personen). Deze methode vat individuele verschillen in het 
repertoire van tijdsprofielen op een spaarzame manier, door personenclusters te induceren 
en voor ieder van deze clusters de meest voorkomende profieltypes te vinden. In Hoofdstuk 
4 concentreren we ons op multivariate tijdsprofielen en analyseren we data van een 
interventieonderzoek waarin verschillende depressiesymptomen over de tijd worden 
gevolgd voor verschillende patiënten. Om een goed overzicht te krijgen over hoe de ernst 
van symptomen varieert over de tijd als functie van zowel individuen als symptomen, 
ontwikkelen we 2M-KSC. 2M-KSC induceert tegelijkertijd een aantal personenclusters en 
enkele symptomenclusters. Elke combinatie van een personen- en symptomencluster is 
geassocieerd met één referentieprofiel.  
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In many research domains there is an increasing interest in studying dynamical 

processes and how they vary across individuals, experimental conditions, etc. …. For this 

purpose, variables are measured at the same set of consecutive distinctive time points, 

which leads to time profiles. Time profiles can differ from each other in two aspects: shape 

and amplitude.  While the amplitude of a profile pertains to the overall height of the variable 

scores and thus to the general intensity of the process, its shape sheds light on how the 

variable scores change across time and thus on the dynamics of the process (e.g., early vs 

late onset, single peaked versus multiple peaks). Therefore, when modeling time profiles, 

disentangling these two types of variability and accounting for them is a major challenge.  

To illustrate this further, we introduce two types of time profile data that we will analyze 

in this dissertation. The first example stems from emotion research. It is well established 

that emotions are not static characteristics but evolve over time. Therefore, the need 

increases to study the temporal properties of emotions (e.g., Kuppens, Stouten & Mesquita, 

2009) and how they differ across and within individuals. One particularly interesting 

temporal property of emotions is emotional intensity (Frijda, 2007). For instance, 

researchers showed that negative emotions linger on for depressed people (Kuppens, Allen, 

& Sheeber, 2010; Siegle, Granholm, Ingram, & Matt, 2001; Siegle, Steinhauer, Thase, 

Stenger, & Carter, 2002) and that the importance of the emotion-eliciting event is related to 

the explosiveness of the reaction (Verduyn, Van Mechelen & Frederix, 2012). To study such 

inter- and intra-individual differences, one can ask participants to recollect and draw the 

intensity of multiple recently experienced emotional episodes across time (Sonnemans & 

Frijda, 1994, 1995; Verduyn et al., 2012; Verduyn, Van Mechelen, Tuerlinckx, Meers & Van 

Coillie, 2009). Figure 1A shows a set of intensity profiles that were obtained this way 

(Verduyn et al., 2009).  In line with Sonnemans and Frijda (1994), we conclude from this 

figure that there is a lot of variability in both the shape and the amplitude of the obtained 

profiles, which should be captured and accounted for if one wants to fully grasp emotion 

dynamics (Frijda, 2007). 
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Figure 1. (A) Intensity profiles of emotional episodes (Verduyn et al., 2009). (B) Subset of 

symptom severity profiles for 5 MDD patients and 4 depressive symptoms during a 

citalopram treatment (Fava et al., 2003; Rush et al., 2004). 

The second type of time profile data that we will focus on can be found in intervention 

studies, where the effect of a particular biomedical or behavioral intervention is examined. 

More particularly, we will re-analyze data from the NIH-supported STAR*D study (Fava et al., 

2003; Rush et al., 2004). In this study, a total of 1240 patients suffering from major 

depressive disorder (MDD) received the selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor (SSRI), 

citalopram for at least five subsequent clinical visits. To monitor treatment during the 

STAR*D study, clinicians rated the Quick Inventory of Depressive Symptoms (QIDS; Rush et 

al., 2003), which contains 14 different depression symptoms, leading to 14 symptom severity 

time profiles for each MDD patient. Using this data set both individual differences in therapy 

outcome and differential effects of the treatment on the 14 symptoms can be studied. 

Figure 1B displays a subset of this data set containing 5 MDD patients and 4 depressive 

symptoms. As can be seen in this figure, these severity profiles differ both in shape, 

reflecting whether and how particular symptoms react to the citalopram treatment, and in 

amplitude, reflecting the overall severity level of the symptoms. The challenge is now to 

disentangle these two types of variability and to capture and account for the differences 

between the patients as well as the symptoms.  

To capture shape and amplitude differences in time profile data, a first option would be 

to select profile characteristics based on previous research or theory or on a visual 

inspection of the collected data (see e.g., Sonnemans & Frijda, 1994). For example, Figure 1A 

shows that a number of intensity profiles have a peak at the beginning of the emotional 
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episode while others have an intensity peak at the end of the episode. Therefore, skewness 

of the intensity profiles would be a possibly interesting characteristic to capture variability. 

In the symptom severity example, some profiles clearly descend over time while others 

stagnate. Thus, a possibly useful characteristic may be the slope of the profiles. However, 

such an ad hoc way for selecting characteristics is not optimal, since the choice of 

characteristics is subjective.  

To overcome this disadvantage, in this dissertation, we opt to use a data-analytic method 

that induces the most important shape differences from the data and quantifies amplitude 

differences as well. Specifically, we propose to apply K-spectral centroid clustering (KSC; 

Yang and Leskovec, 2011) which clusters time profiles based on their shape. This method 

assigns each time profile to one out of K clusters, each of which is related to a reference 

profile. This reference profile reflects the typical shape of the time profiles assigned to the 

cluster. Moreover, KSC models amplitude differences within the clusters by providing an 

amplitude coefficient for each profile, reflecting by which value the associated reference 

profile needs to be inflated or deflated to approximate the observed time profile.   

KSC was developed within the field of machine learning (Yang and Leskovec, 2011). 

Therefore, a first goal of this doctoral project is to demonstrate the usefulness of this 

method for psychological research, by examining the validity of the KSC output. Validity can 

be ascertained in at least two ways. First, we can check whether the obtained reference 

profiles can be interpreted easily in terms of their psychological content and whether they 

are consistent with an underlying theory or a priori hypothesis. For instance, for the 

emotional intensity data, we may investigate whether we find support for the claim that 

anger is a short-lasting emtion with an explosive onset (Frijda, 2007). Secondly, we can 

examine whether the clustering and the amplitude coefficients meaningfully relate to 

covariates. For example, Verduyn et al. (2012) suggested that emotion-eliciting events that 

are perceived as highly important are associated with an explosive outburst of emotion 

intensity.  To test these hypotheses and validate KSC, we apply KSC to emotional intensity 

time profiles in Chapter 1. For this purpose, we collected data by asking participants to 

report on a twelve different types of anger eliciting events. Using KSC, we identified two 

distinct shape clusters, namely early-blooming and late-blooming time profiles. Early-

blooming time profiles reach their peak at the beginning of the anger episode and are 

associated with events of low importance and adaptive emotion regulation. Late-blooming 
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time profiles accumulate for a while, before reaching their peak intensity and are related to 

events of high importance and maladaptive emotion regulation. Furthermore, we found that 

overall amplitude is positively associated with event importance and the use of maladaptive 

regulation strategies and negatively associated with the use of adaptive ones. This chapter 

appeared in Cognition and Emotion.  

In spite of these promising results, for a number of other datasets, we found evidence 

that the performance of KSC may be heavily disturbed by outlying time profiles. This is due 

to the fact that KSC uses an iterative procedure that assigns time profiles to a single cluster 

and updates the reference profiles using an eigenvalue decomposition within each cluster. 

Consequently, due to their large scores and thus larger weight in the eigenvalue 

decomposition, time profiles with a high overall amplitude and a deviating shape (i.e., bad 

leverage time profiles) may have a negative impact on both the reference profile of the 

clusters and the quality of the partitioning of time profiles. Yang and Leskovec (2011) 

suggested to scale all time profiles within a cluster, prior to estimating the reference profile, 

in order to prevent high amplitude profiles from dominating the reference profile. However, 

as is shown in Chapter 2, this solution is not satisfactory. Therefore, we propose in this 

chapter a robust version of KSC, called robKSC, to overcome the outlier problem. For this 

purpose, we combine KSC with ideas from robust statistics (Hampel, Ronchetti, Rousseeuw 

& Stahel, 2011). More specifically, we turn to ROBPCA (Hubert, Rousseeuw and Vanden 

Branden, 2005), which is a robust PCA method, that combines ideas of projection pursuit 

and robust scatter matrix estimation. RobKSC detects and neutralizes outlying time profiles 

when estimating reference profiles (Hubert, Rousseeuw & Van Aelst, 2008) which facilitates 

a correct recovery of the true underlying clustering. Furthermore, robKSC provides a 

diagnostic outlier plot, which reveals and labels the outlying time profiles. 

The KSC approach focuses on two-mode data, whereas psychological time profile data 

often have a more complex structure. For example, when studying emotional intensity 

profiles, researchers often collect multiple time profiles for each individual, with each profile 

pertaining to a different situation or different type of emotion, implying a hierarchical data 

structure where situations or emotion types are nested in individuals. (Note that the data set 

collected and studied in Chapter 1 actually consisted of hierarchically organized data as each 

individual reported on a maximum of twelve different types of anger eliciting events.) 

Moreover, sometimes the same set of situations or variables is measured across a set of 
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common time points for a set of individuals, implying a three-way three-mode dataset. The 

NIH-supported STAR*D study (Fava et al., 2003; Rush et al.,2004) introduced earlier is an 

example of this type of data, since the same set of 14 different depressive symptoms is 

measured at a set of five common time points (viz., consecutive clinical visits) for a set of 

MDD patients. Therefore, the third goal for this doctoral thesis is to develop some KSC 

extensions for analyzing hierarchical and three-way data.  

In Chapter 3 we propose a KSC extension for the clustering of hierarchical time profile 

data, called KSC-N. Although these data could be analyzed with the KSC approach, as we did 

in Chapter 1, a disadvantage of such an analysis is that it reveals individual differences only 

in an indirect way (e.g., in terms of the individual-specific proportions of profiles that are 

assigned to each particular profile cluster). Hence, the obtained results do not provide a 

simple and straightforward answer to research questions on, for instance, individual 

differences in profile repertoire (such as, “do some individuals experience only a limited 

variety of profile types while others have a wider range of profile types?”). To answer such 

questions in a parsimonious and clear-cut way, KSC-N induces person clusters and derives 

for each of these clusters separately the profile types that may occur for the persons in that 

cluster. This chapter will appear in Psychometrika. 

 Finally, in Chapter 4 we focus on three-way three-mode data and more particularly on 

the NIH-supported STAR*D data set (Fava et al., 2003; Rush et al.,2004) which has already 

been described above.  To obtain an insightful overview on how these time profiles vary as a 

function of both symptoms and individuals, we develop two-mode K-Spectral Centroid (2M-

KSC) analysis, which is a multivariate extension of KSC. Specifically, 2M-KSC simultaneously 

assigns the individuals to a few person clusters and the symptoms to a few symptom 

clusters. Each combination of a person cluster and a symptom is further associated with a 

single reference profile, implying that all time profiles within that combination have the 

same shape, but may vary in amplitude scaling. Note that 2M-KSC is a special case of KSC-N 

in that it imposes the additional restriction that the symptom clustering and the associated 

reference profiles have to be the same for all individuals. This chapter has been submitted 

for publication in Chemometrics and Intelligent Laboratory Systems.  
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Abstract 

The aim of this study is to describe variability in the shape and amplitude of intensity 

profiles of anger episodes and how it relates to duration, and to investigate whether this 

variability can be predicted on the basis of appraisals and emotion regulation strategies 

used. Participants were asked to report on a wide range of recollected anger episodes. By 

means of K-spectral centroid (KSC) clustering, two prototypical shapes of anger intensity 

profiles were identified: early- and late-blooming episodes. Early-blooming episodes are 

relatively short and reach their peak immediately. These profiles are associated with low 

importance events and adaptive regulation. Late-blooming episodes last longer and reach 

their peak (relatively) late in the episode. These profiles are related to high importance 

events and maladaptive regulation. For both early- and late-blooming profiles overall 

amplitude is positively associated with event importance and the use of maladaptive 

regulation strategies and negatively with the use of adaptive ones.  

1. Introduction 

As emotions are processes that unfold over time, understanding their temporal 

properties is of primordial importance. Consequently, the amount of studies devoted to 

emotion dynamics has strongly increased during the last decades (Kuppens, Stouten, & 

Mesquita, 2009). Many of these studies have inspected the duration of emotional episodes 

(e.g., Scherer, Wallbott, & Summerfield, 1986) and determinants thereof (e.g., Verduyn, 

Delvaux, Van Coillie, Tuerlinckx, & Van Mechelen, 2009a).  

Another branch of this research domain focuses on emotion intensity profiles. In a 

pioneering study, Sonnemans and Frijda (1994) showed that, irrespective of duration 

differences, the intensity course of an emotion over time, as recollected and drawn by 

participants, can vary hugely with respect to shape and amplitude (i.e., the height of the 

profile). A major challenge for emotion researchers is to capture and account for this 

variability (Frijda, 2007).  

1.1  Capturing shape and amplitude differences and their relation to duration 

Up until now, two approaches have been used to describe shape and amplitude 

differences among emotional intensity profiles. Sonnemans and Frijda (1994) used features 

such as the intensity of the highest peak and the area underneath the profile. However, 
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these features were selected ad hoc and, consequently, it remained unclear whether these 

were the only and best possible features to describe shape and amplitude variability.  

To address this limitation, Verduyn, Van Mechelen, Tuerlinckx, Meers, and Van Coillie 

(2009b) and Verduyn, Van Mechelen, and Frederix (2012) more systematically inferred the 

relevant features by means of functional principal component analysis. For this purpose, 

they reconstructed the deviation of manifest intensity profiles from the average intensity 

profile by means of a weighted combination of latent profiles (components). To avoid that 

differences in duration rather than shape would drive the resulting component solution, 

duration differences were controlled by stretching all profiles to equal length. Consequently 

the relative timing of the profiles was studied. The obtained components, each reflecting a 

feature that describes shape and amplitude variability, were labelled as steepness at onset, 

skewness, and number of peaks. Specifically, an episode that scores high on the first (and on 

average on the other components) corresponds to a profile with a steep onset whereas a 

low score indicates a less explosive start. High versus low scores on the second component 

relate to skew profiles that are especially intense in the second versus first half of the 

episode. Finally, a high score on the third component corresponds to a profile with multiple 

peaks and a low score to a profile with a single peak.   

Whereas inferring the relevant features from manifest intensity profiles is appealing, a 

drawback of functional principal component analysis is that it confounds shape and 

amplitude differences. For example, profiles that score high versus low on steepness at 

onset have both a different shape (peak situated within the first vs. second half of the 

episode) and different amplitude (high vs. low overall intensity). Moreover, in some cases 

intensity profiles that have very different component scores may actually have a similar 

shape while differing only in amplitude.  

1.2  Predicting shape, amplitude and duration differences  

Three central classes of predictors of intensity profile shapes and amplitudes have been 

examined in previous research, namely appraisals, emotion regulation strategies, and 

dispositional factors (Verduyn et al., 2012). Regarding appraisals, high perceived importance 

of the emotion-eliciting event was found to be associated with explosive intensity profiles 

that become even more intense during the second half of the episode. Furthermore, for 

negative emotions it was observed that emotion-eliciting events with low controllability are 
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associated with profiles reaching their peak during the second half of the episode. Regarding 

regulation strategies, rumination was found to lead to emotion reactivations resulting in 

multiple profile peaks. Moreover, rumination also appeared to intensify the emotion over 

time causing the highest peak to occur within the second half of the profile. Regarding 

dispositional factors, extraversion was positively related to steepness at onset, for positive 

emotions.  

Though promising, these findings are limited as the number of predictors studied was 

rather low. This is especially the case for the category of regulation strategies, within which 

only rumination has been investigated. Yet, this category is much broader. For example, in 

the case of negative events, Garnefski, Kraaij, and Spinhoven (2001) differentiate between 

five adaptive strategies: positive reappraisal, positive refocusing, acceptance, focus on 

planning, and putting into perspective, and four maladaptive strategies: catastrophizing, 

rumination, blaming others, and self-blame. Note that we adopt a hedonistic perspective on 

anger regulation, which implies that regulation strategies are considered adaptive when they 

decrease the unpleasant anger affect and maladaptive when they increase it (Bridges, 

Denham, & Ganiban, 2004; Larsen, 2000). 

1.3  Overview of the present study 

A first aim of the present study is to describe variability in intensity profiles of anger 

episodes, separating variability in shape and in amplitude. To this end, we propose to use a 

different data-analytic method, called K-spectral centroid clustering (Yang & Leskovec, 

2011). When applied to intensity profiles that are stretched to equal length, this method 

yields a clustering of the intensity profiles according to shape and a score reflecting the 

amplitude of the profiles. Based on the functional principal component analysis, we expect 

to find at least two clusters: a cluster of shorter-lasting profiles that reach a peak in the first 

half of the episode followed by a recovery period, and a cluster of longer-lasting profiles with 

a peak in the second half of the episode preceded by a period of intensity accumulation. 

Regarding amplitude, we expect to find sizeable differences within each cluster which are 

positively related to duration (Sonnemans & Frijda, 1994).  

The second aim of this study is to examine how a broad range of regulation strategies is 

related to the shape, amplitude and duration of anger intensity profiles. Regarding shape, 

we hypothesize that the maladaptive strategies within the Garnefski et al. framework will be 
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related to profiles reaching a peak in the second half of the episode as these maladaptive 

strategies are assumed to strengthen intensity over time. In contrast, we expect the 

adaptive strategies, which are conjectured to stimulate emotional recovery (Garnefski et al. 

2001), to relate to intensity profiles showing a peak in the first half of the episode followed 

by a recovery process. Regarding amplitude, we expect that, regardless of profile shape, the 

adaptive strategies will be negatively associated with the amplitude of the anger intensity 

profiles, and the maladaptive ones positively. This hypothesis links up with previous findings 

on the relation between these regulation strategies and overall negative emotion intensity 

(Bushman, 2002; Rude, Maestas, & Neff, 2007; Verduyn et al., 2012). Finally, we expect 

duration to be positively related to maladaptive regulation and negatively to adaptive 

regulation (Verduyn et al., 2009a, 2011). 

We focused on a single negative emotion, namely anger, because it: (a) was included in 

previous research on intensity profiles (Verduyn et al., 2009b, 2012) , (b) is a negative 

emotion that is relatively frequently experienced (Scherer, 2005), and (c) is known to 

activate many emotion regulation strategies (Gross, Richards, & John, 2006). To obtain a 

wide range of anger intensity profiles, we asked participants to recall twelve specific 

episodes of anger, which varied with respect to event importance, causality, and 

controllability.  

2. Method 

2.1  Participants 

Participants were 95 psychology students of the University of Leuven (17 men and 78 

women). Their mean age was 18.7 years (SD=1.1). Participation was in partial fulfilment of a 

course requirement. 

2.2  Materials and procedure 

Participants were invited to the computer rooms of the university in groups of 30. The 

experimenter informed them that they would be asked to recall twelve anger episodes that 

were elicited by events that are characterized by specific combinations of importance, 

causality, and controllability, draw the associated anger intensity profiles as accurately as 

possible, and answer a number of questions regarding each episode. As we were interested 

in the full intensity course of emotional episodes, participants were asked to report only 

anger episodes that had already ended. The end was further defined as the point in time at 
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which anger was no longer felt for the first time. If the emotional reaction to the anger-

eliciting event was re-elicited later on, participants were asked to consider this as a new 

anger episode (Verduyn et al., 2009b, 2012).  

The anger questionnaire was divided into twelve blocks, one for each kind of anger-

eliciting event. The events resulted from crossing three event features, namely event 

importance (low or high), event causality (yourself, another person, or no person), and event 

controllability (low or high). Block order was randomized between participants. Each block 

started with asking participants to recall a specific anger experience (e.g., an anger episode 

preceded by a low importance event, caused by another person, and which the participant 

felt highly capable of controlling). Participants were asked to take sufficient time to recall the 

requested event. If they could not recall a relevant episode, they hit the ‘I cannot remember 

an event’ button. If they remembered a relevant episode, they clicked the ‘I remember an 

event’ button and responded to the following episode questions.  

Appraisals. Participants were asked to briefly describe the emotion-eliciting event and to 

answer three appraisal questions to check whether the event met the manipulated appraisal 

requirements (i.e., manipulation check). In particular, participants were asked to indicate 

how important the event was (low or high), who caused it (yourself, other person, or no 

person) and how much they could control it (low or high). 

Regulation strategies. Next, participants scored the use of regulation strategies during 

the anger episode on an eight point scale ranging from not at all (0) to very strong (7). In 

particular, the following questions were asked: While you were experiencing the emotion, to 

what extent did you think: (a) the situation also had positive sides (positive reappraisal), (b) 

of something nice instead of what happened to you (positive refocusing), (c) it was the fault 

of others (blaming others), (d) you should accept what happened (acceptance), (e) about 

how best to handle the situation (focus on planning), (f) that there are worse things in life 

(putting into perspective), (g) something terrible happened to you (catastrophizing), (h) it 

was your own fault (self-blame), and (i) to what extent did you engage in thoughts and 

feelings on what happened (rumination). 

Episode duration. Subsequently, participants had to estimate the duration of the 

episode, by indicating how many hours, minutes and/or seconds the episode lasted. Since 

sleeping interrupts emotional experience, the maximum duration was limited to 24h.  
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Intensity profile. Next, they were asked to draw as precisely as possible the intensity 

course of the emotion over time. For this purpose, a two-dimensional grid was presented. 

The Y-axis represented emotional intensity and was divided into 6 intervals with labels 

ranging from “no emotion” to “very high”. The Y-coordinates were stored with a resolution 

of 375 pixels with the label “no emotion” corresponding to 0 and the label “very high” 

corresponding to 350. The X-axis represented the time dimension and ranged from 0 to a 

number that corresponded to the answer given on the duration question. The X-coordinates 

were stored with a resolution of 475 pixels. Specifically, the start of an episode is stored as 

time point 1 and the end as time point 475. The remaining 473 time points (2-474) are 

selected equidistantly over the entire duration of the episode. Thus, the shape differences in 

the resulting intensity profiles pertain to relative timing differences rather than absolute 

ones (see Verduyn et al. , 2009b, 2012). 

2.3  Data-analysis 

To disentangle and summarize the shape and amplitude differences among the profiles,  

the collected intensity profiles were subjected to K-spectral centroid (KSC) clustering (Yang & 

Leskovec, 2011), using 100 random starts, and with the number of clusters varying from one 

to ten. KSC clustering groups profiles into K clusters according to their shape. These shape 

differences can be interpreted by examining the cluster centroids.  Moreover, KSC models 

amplitude differences within the clusters by providing an amplitude coefficient for each 

profile. More formally, the original profiles xi are approximated as follows: 

𝐱𝑖 = ∑ 𝑝𝑖𝑘𝑓𝑖

𝐾

𝑘=1

𝐛𝑘  

where 𝑝𝑖𝑘 is a binary score that indicates to which of the K clusters the ith profile belongs 

(with each profile belonging to a single cluster only), 𝑓𝑖  is the amplitude coefficient for the ith 

profile and 𝐛𝑘 is the cluster profile or centroid of cluster k.  

Finally, we examined which emotion regulation strategies and appraisals predict profile 

shape (using logistic regression) and amplitude and duration (using linear regression). These 

analyses were run with each regulation strategy/appraisal acting separately as independent 

variable and with all of them included at once as independent variables.  
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3. Results 

3.1  Manipulation checks and number of collected intensity profiles 

The agreement between the appraisal manipulations and the ratings provided by the 

participants was fair (88% for importance, 91% for cause and 86% for control). A possible 

reason for the lack of perfect agreement is that the appraisal of an emotional episode, which 

initially is remembered in a specific way, may change after writing down the situation and 

reflecting on it. 

Participants reported a total of 586 anger intensity profiles. This implies that for the 

twelve manipulated appraisal patterns, on average 51% of the participants could recall an 

instance of the pattern under study. Furthermore, this percentage varied across the twelve 

patterns, although each of the patterns was reported by a sufficiently high percentage of 

participants. Specifically, out of the 95 participants 47% reported low importance-yourself-

low control events, 47% low importance-yourself-high control-events, 58% low importance-

other person-low control events, 53% low importance-other person-high control events, 

57% low importance-no person-low control events, 38% low importance-no person-high 

control events, 48% high importance-yourself-low control events, 58% high importance-

yourself-high control events, 76% high importance-other person-low control events, 57% 

high importance-other person-high control events, 55% high importance-no person-low 

control events, and 23% high importance-no person–high control events.  

3.2  Shape, amplitude and duration differences  

3.2.1 Profile shape 

Using KSC clustering we examined how many prototypical shapes (clusters) can be 

discerned in the intensity profiles. On the basis of a goodness-of-fit versus number-of- 

clusters plot, we decided to retain a two-cluster solution. The associated cluster centroids 

are displayed in Figure 1, with the X-axis displaying relative time. The shapes of these 

centroids confirm our expectations. Indeed, the cluster centroid of the first cluster, to which 

284 (48%) intensity profiles were assigned, shows an intensity profile with a peak situated at 

the beginning, followed by a process of recovery. In contrast, the cluster centroid of the 

second cluster, to which 302 (52%) intensity profiles belong, reveals an intensity profile with 

a peak occurring relatively late in the episode, preceded by a period of intensity 
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accumulation. In the remainder of this paper, we will refer to these clusters as early-

blooming (first cluster) and late-blooming episodes (second cluster)1.  

 

Figure 1. Reconstructed intensity profiles obtained through KSC analysis. 

3.2.2 Profile amplitude 

In Figure 1, we visually illustrate the estimated amplitude differences within each of the 

two clusters by drawing the profiles that are obtained for a mean amplitude coefficient (full 

line) and for coefficients one standard deviation below and above this mean value (dashed 

lines). It can be concluded that within each cluster sizeable variability in amplitude was 

observed.2 Conducting an ANOVA with cluster membership as independent variable and 

maximum intensity level of the reconstructed profile as dependent variable, no evidence 

was found for a relation between shape and amplitude (F(1,584)=0.01, p=.92). Note that we 

use the maximum intensity level of the reconstructed profile rather than the amplitude 

scores, because amplitude scores of profiles belonging to different clusters cannot be 

meaningfully compared.  

3.2.3 Profile duration 

The reported episodes differ substantially in duration3, with the first, second and third 

quartiles amounting to 20, 45, and 150 minutes. These duration differences are significantly 

related to shape (F(1,584)=15.28,p<.001) as well as amplitude (r=0.31, p<.001): Late-

blooming emotions last longer and the longer the episode, the higher its maximal intensity. 

                                                      
1 We did not find evidence for a relation between cluster membership and gender (χ²=0.11, p=.83). 
2 No evidence was found for a relation between amplitude and gender (F(1,584)=0.003, p=.96). 
3 For duration, too, no significant relation with gender was found (F(1,584)=0.51, p=.48). 
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3.3    Predictors of shape, amplitude and duration  

In a next step we examined the extent to which the regulation strategies and appraisals 

predict the shape, amplitude, and duration of the anger intensity profiles. Note that the 

manipulated appraisals were used as predictor variables in all analyses. When replacing 

these by the reported appraisals, however, essentially the same results were found.4 

3.3.1 Profile shape 

The results of simple logistic regression analyses with shape as dependent variable and 

one regulation strategy/appraisal as independent variable are presented in Table 1. With 

respect to regulation, early-blooming episodes are associated with adaptive strategies such 

as positive reappraisal and putting in perspective. In contrast, late-blooming episodes are 

associated with maladaptive strategies such as catastrophizing and rumination. With respect 

to appraisals, high importance events are more often followed by late-blooming episodes, 

whereas events low in importance typically gave rise to early-blooming episodes. Causality 

and control were not significantly related to profile shape.  

A multiple logistic regression including all regulation strategies and appraisals that 

appeared to be significant predictors of shape in the simple regressions as predictor 

variables, revealed that putting in perspective uniquely contributes to the odds of having an 

early-bloomer shape (B=-0.156, p<.005).   

  3.3.2   Profile amplitude 

From simple regression analyses with amplitude as dependent variable and one 

regulation strategy/appraisal as independent variable, evidence for the expected negative 

relation between profile amplitude and all adaptive strategies was found. Moreover, as 

hypothesized, profile amplitude positively related to three of the maladaptive strategies 

(catastrophizing, rumination, and blaming others). Regarding appraisals, amplitude was 

positively related with higher event importance and with the cause of the event being 

another person. Finally, a multiple linear regression including all regulation strategies and 

appraisals that appeared to be significant predictors of amplitude in the simple regression 

                                                      
4
 In addition, rated low control over the emotion-eliciting event was also found to relate significantly 

to a higher amplitude and a longer duration. 
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analyses as predictor variables, revealed unique contributions of positive refocusing (B=-

6.70, t(574)=-2.99, p<.005), accepting (B=-5.26, t(574)=-0.94, p<.01), catastrophizing 

(B=11.07, t(574)=5.78, p<.001), rumination (B=5.29, t(574)=2.66, p<.01), and importance 

(B=-33.00, t(574)=-4.60, p<.001).  

Table 1. Regression weights of the regulation strategies and appraisals, when predicting 

shape (separate logistic regression for each strategy and each appraisal, with early-

blooming coded as 0 and late blooming as 1), amplitude and duration (separate linear 

regressions). For the appraisal categories, low importance, yourself as cause, another 

person as cause and low control were coded as 1.  

  shape amplitude duration 

adaptive 

regulation 

Positive reappraisal -0.10* -13.34* -0.30* 

Positive refocusing -0.06 -17.34* -0.39* 

Accepting -0.08 -13.78* -0.10 

Focusing on planning -0.02 -4.50* -0.02 

Putting in perspective -0.19* -12.54* -0.44* 

maladaptive 

regulation 

Catastrophizing 0.14* 19.76* 0.85* 

Rumination 0.09* 16.09* 0.58* 

Blaming others 0.05 6.82* -0.04 

Self-blame -0.03 1.62 0.02 

appraisals Importance: low -0.66* -71.18* -2.57* 

Cause: yourself -0.05 10.79 -0.02 

Cause: other person 0.20 23.84* -0.40 

Control: low -0.00 13.56 0.57 

*p<.05 

3.3.3   Profile duration 

Results from simple regression analyses with duration as dependent variable and one 

regulation strategy/appraisal as independent variable (Table 1) show that the reported 

duration is shorter when participants used positive reappraisal, positive refocusing or 

putting into perspective, and longer when catastrophizing or rumination were adopted, or 

when the eliciting event was appraised as highly important. A multiple linear regression 

including all regulation strategies and appraisals that appeared to be significant predictors of 

duration in the simple regressions as predictor variables, revealed unique contributions of 
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catastrophizing (B=0.60, t(579)=5.34, p<.001) and importance (leading to longer emotions; 

B=-1.17, t(579)=-2.74, p<.01). 

4. Discussion 

Anger is typically perceived as a short-lasting emotion with an explosive onset (Frijda, 

2007). The current study provides support for the existence of this prototypical anger profile 

as half of the intensity profiles reflected an early-bloomer shape and lasted relatively short. 

However, in addition to this more traditionally expected pattern, our findings revealed 

another prototypical anger intensity profile with a late-bloomer shape. In these episodes, 

intensity accumulates over a sizable amount of time –the episodes lasted longer and 

reached their peak relatively late. Thus, the present study adds to the literature on anger 

categorization, where often a difference is made between cold and hot anger (e.g., Scherer 

et al., 1986). Our categorization differs from the hot-cold distinction in that the former is 

primarily based on duration and regulation differences and the latter on the underlying 

appraisal patterns and expressive behavior (e.g. prosody). A possible relationship between 

both categorizations cannot be excluded based on the present data, however. To shed light 

on this issue, future research assessing emotion expression in addition to appraisals, 

regulation and temporal profiles is needed.  

On average, early- and late-blooming episodes do not differ in terms of amplitude. Yet, 

within each of the two groups of episodes considerable differences in amplitude show up, 

implying that not all early-bloomers are equally explosive and that not all late-bloomers 

build up to an equally extreme boiling point. 

The regulation strategies adopted play a critical role in these shape, amplitude and 

duration differences; for all three types of differences some of these strategies also have 

unique predictive contributions. Specifically, early-bloomers were associated with 

reappraisal and putting into perspective, whereas late-bloomers were related to 

catastrophizing and rumination. This finding confirms previous research showing that 

reappraisal and putting into perspective are effective strategies to cope with negative 

emotions, whereas catastrophizing and rumination are ineffective in this regard (Gross, 

1998; Koole, 2009; Verduyn et al., 2012). Secondly, all adaptive strategies were negatively 

related to amplitude and almost all maladaptive strategies positively (the exception being 

“self-blame”). Linking up with previous research (Ray, Wilhelm, & Gross, 2008; Rusting & 
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Nolen-Hoeksema, 1998), this confirms that regulation strategies may cause an overall 

shrinking or expanding of an anger experience. Finally, positive reappraisal, positive 

refocusing and perspective taking were negatively related to duration and catastrophizing 

and rumination positively. The combination of these results extends previous research by 

pinpointing the role of the different strategies in the temporal pattern of an anger 

experience: Positive reappraisal and putting into perspective prevent intensity from 

accumulating, stimulate recovery, dampen overall intensity, and shorten the emotions, 

whereas rumination and catastrophizing further intensify the emotion over time and prolong 

it. 

Regarding appraisals, event importance was found to have a unique predictive 

contribution to amplitude and duration differences. Amplitude was higher when the 

preceding event was highly important, thus confirming previous research on the event 

importance-intensity relationship (Sonnemans & Frijda, 1995). Also in line with earlier 

findings (e.g., Verduyn et al., 2009b), emotional episodes that are elicited by an event that is 

perceived as highly important, last longer.  

4.1  Limitations and future research 

A first limitation of the current study is that we focused on one negative emotion only, 

namely anger. Future studies are needed to examine whether our results generalize to other 

negative emotions. Moreover, it would also be interesting to inspect positive emotions, as 

this could lead to new insights into the temporal processes underlying the savouring and 

dampening of such emotions (Quoidbach, Berry, Hansenne, & Mikolajczak, 2010; Tugade & 

Fredrickson, 2007).   

Secondly, we did not study whether other emotions occurred during or after the 

reported episode. For instance, due to regulation, the anger experience may have 

transformed into another emotion. To study such transformations in future research, one 

may use a valence-arousal based affect grid (Russell, Weiss, & Mendelsohn, 1989) and 

investigate the effect of regulation on location changes in this grid across time.   

Thirdly, a disadvantage of retrospective studies is that they may be prone to memory 

biases, although we tried to avoid them by asking participants to take sufficient time to 

remember how they felt and thought during the episode and by evoking the context of the 
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emotional episode (Kahneman, Krueger, Schkade, Schwarz, & Stone, 2004)5. We selected 

this data gathering method, because we wanted to collect data on a wide range of anger 

episodes that cannot all be easily elicited in a laboratory environment and that do not occur 

on a daily basis, which precludes the use of online and end of the day methods.  

Finally, the current sample consisted of young adults only, which were mainly female. 

Future studies need to examine whether the obtained findings also generalize to different 

populations. 

4.2  Conclusion 

In the current study, two prototypical shapes of anger intensity profiles have been 

identified: early- and late-bloomers. Early-bloomers are relatively short emotional episodes 

that reach their peak immediately following the emotion-eliciting events. These profiles are 

typically associated with a low importance event and adaptive regulation. Late-bloomers are 

relatively long-lasting emotional episodes that reach their peak only after a period of 

intensity accumulation. These profiles are related to high importance events and 

maladaptive regulation. Overall amplitude as well as duration is positively associated with 

the importance of the eliciting event and the use of maladaptive regulation strategies and 

negatively associated with the use of adaptive regulation strategies.  

 

 

  

                                                      
5
 Still, we cannot exclude that the appraisals that were actually experienced differ from how 

participants remember them, because participants will have digested the emotional event 
meanwhile.  
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Abstract 

To study dynamical processes and individual and situational differences therein, one 

often inspects how a specific variable changes over time. The resulting time profiles can 

differ from each other in two aspects: shape and amplitude. A recently developed technique 

that clusters time profiles according to their shape (while also quantifying amplitude 

differences) is K-Spectral Centroid clustering. This method assigns each time profile to one of 

the K clusters and reveals the prototypical reference profile for each cluster. However, due 

to the iterative nature of the KSC procedure and the eigenvalue decomposition based 

update of the reference profiles, time profiles with a high overall amplitude and a deviating 

shape may have a negative impact on both the reference profile of the clusters and the 

partitioning of time profiles. To overcome this outlier problem, we propose a robust version 

of KSC, robKSC. For this purpose, we combine KSC with ideas from ROBPCA. We propose an 

algorithm for fitting the robKSC model and perform a proof-of-principle simulation study to 

demonstrate the benefits of using robKSC.  

1. Introduction 

Recently, there has been an increasing interest in dynamical processes and individual and 

situational differences therein. Such processes can be revealed by inspecting how a specific 

variable changes over time and how the resulting time profile varies across individuals 

and/or conditions. For instance, to study how individuals regulate specific emotions, 

Verduyn and colleagues (Verduyn, Van Mechelen, & Frederix, 2012; Verduyn, Van Mechelen, 

Tuerlinckx, Meers, & Van Coillie, 2009) have asked subjects to draw time profiles, picturing 

how emotional intensity changes from one moment to another during a particular emotional 

episode. As another example, to study the short- and long-term effects of medical or 

therapeutic interventions, one often traces symptom severity across time (e.g., Andersen et 

al., 2004; Fava et al., 2003; Kajander, Hatakka, Poussa, Färkkilä, & Korpela, 2005; Rush et al., 

2004). The obtained time profiles can differ in two aspects: shape an amplitude. The shape 

of a time profile reflects the dynamics of the underlying process (e.g., early versus late onset 

or decreasing versus stagnating treatment effect), while the amplitude relates to the overall 

intensity level of the time profile. To parsimoniously reveal the most important differences 

in the dynamics of the underlying process, one can cluster the time profiles according to 

shape, while ignoring amplitude differences (as they yield little information about dynamics).    
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A recently developed technique that clusters time profiles according to their shape, while 

also quantifying amplitude differences, is K-Spectral Centroid clustering (KSC; Yang & 

Leskovec, 2011). This method assigns each time profile to one of the K clusters and reveals a 

reference profile for each cluster. This reference profile reflects the prototypical shape of 

the time profiles assigned to the cluster. KSC uses an iterative procedure and updates the 

reference profiles by means of an eigenvalue decomposition of the time profiles that belong 

to the same cluster. Specifically, the reference profile of a cluster equals the eigenvector 

with the highest eigenvalue. When assigning the time profiles to clusters, overall amplitude 

differences are discarded by multiplying the reference profile by a scalar, called amplitude 

coefficient, in order to maximally approximate the amplitude of the time profile. This scaling 

ensures that the clustering is based on shape only. To illustrate this, Figure 1 displays 18 time 

profiles that are assigned to two different clusters by a KSC analysis. Time profiles that are 

assigned to the same cluster clearly have a similar shape, but differ in overall intensity level. 

The usefulness of KSC for studying dynamical processes and how they differ across 

individuals and conditions, was demonstrated by applying it to emotional intensity profiles, 

revealing two clusters, consisting of early- and late-blooming intensity profiles (see Heylen, 

Verduyn, Van Mechelen & Ceulemans, 2015). Another example is the study of Heylen, Van 

Mechelen, Fried and Ceulemans (2016) who applied KSC to study how a particular treatment 

affects depression symptoms across time.  

Despite these promising results, a drawback of KSC is that the obtained results may be 

heavily influenced by outlying time profiles. Indeed, since the reference profile of a 

particular cluster equals the eigenvector with the highest eigenvalue, this reference profile is 

highly susceptible to high amplitude time profiles and will be influenced and attracted by 

these outlying time profiles. It is useful to distinguish three types of outlying time profiles 

that can occur within a cluster (Hubert, Rousseeuw & Segaert, 2015). Good leverage time 

profiles are time profiles with the same shape as the majority of the time profiles in the 

cluster, but with a high overall amplitude (i.e., amplitude outliers). Since high amplitude time 

profiles strongly determine the reference profiles (i.e., due to their large scores, they have a 

larger weight in the eigenvalue decomposition), these good leverage points will have a 

positive influence on the recovery of the reference profile. Orthogonal outliers are time 

profiles with a shape that deviates from that of the majority of time profiles in the cluster 

but show an average overall amplitude (i.e., shape outliers). Lastly, bad leverage time 
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profiles are time profiles with a deviating shape and a high overall amplitude compared to 

the majority of the time profiles in the cluster. Consequently, these time profiles may 

influence and attract the reference profile away from the correct shape, towards a deviating 

shape. Furthermore, since KSC is an iterative procedure that alternates between updating 

the clustering of the time profiles and updating the reference profiles, this detrimental 

influence of bad leverage points on the reference profiles may negatively affect the quality 

of the obtained partitioning of the time profiles.  

A first strategy to overcome the problem of bad leverage time profiles was suggested by 

Yang and Leskovec (2011). In order to prevent high amplitude time profiles to dominate the 

reference profile, they scale all time profiles within a cluster to a norm of one, prior to 

conducting the eigenvalue decomposition. This means that all time profiles have an equal 

weight in the analysis and thus that the relative contributions of high and low amplitude 

profiles are decreased and increased respectively. This strategy will partly tackle the outlier 

problem, as high amplitude time profiles with a deviating shape (i.e., bad leverage time 

profiles) will have a less detrimental effect on the reference profile. However, this strategy 

also has some drawbacks. First, since all time profiles have a similar weight in the analysis, 

bad leverage time profiles will still determine the reference profile to some extent. Second, 

when scaling the norm of high amplitude time profiles down to one, also the beneficial 

impact of high amplitude regular observations (i.e., good leverage time profiles) on the 

recovery of the reference profiles is downsized. Third, low amplitude profiles will be inflated, 

increasing their contribution to the estimated reference profile.  However, this larger impact 

may not always be justified as these low amplitude time profiles may reflect random rather 

than systematic fluctuations. Thus, the solution offered by Yang and Leskovec (2011) is not 

satisfactory.  

The aim of this paper is to provide a better solution for the outlier problem. To this end, 

we turn to robust statistics (Hampel, Ronchetti, Rousseeuw & Stahel, 2011), where 

techniques are developed to detect the presence of outlying observations and to neglect or 

downweight them when estimating the model parameters that best reconstruct the majority 

of the observations (Hubert, Rousseeuw & Van Aelst, 2008). Since the estimation of the 

reference profiles is based on eigenvalue decompositions, we are particularly interested in 

robust PCA methods. Specifically, we will build on the ROBPCA method of Hubert, 

Rousseeuw, and Vanden Branden (2005), which combines ideas of projection pursuit and 
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ideas of robust scatter matrix estimation. Our aim is to develop a new method called robust 

KSC (robKSC) that combines KSC and ROBPCA. Next to estimating the cluster-specific 

reference profiles in a robust way which facilitates correct recovery of the clustering, robKSC 

yields a diagnostic outlier plot per cluster that reveals the outlying time profiles.   

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In the next section, the KSC model 

and algorithm (Yang & Leskovec, 2011) is recapitulated. In Section 3, we discuss the robKSC 

procedure, for robustly estimating reference profile. Next, we perform a proof-of-principle 

simulation study to demonstrate the usefulness of robSKC in Section 4. Finally we provide 

some points for discussion and possible directions for future research.  

2. KSC 

2.1  Model 

KSC groups I observed time profiles measured at J time points1 into K mutually exclusive 

clusters, based on their shape. Each cluster is associated with a reference profile, reflecting 

the typical temporal dynamics within that cluster. Furthermore, each time profile within a 

cluster receives an amplitude coefficient, which is the scalar by which the reference profile 

needs to be inflated or deflated to optimally match the observed time profile. This means 

that the observed time profiles 𝐱𝑖
2 are modeled as 

 
𝐱𝑖 = ∑ 𝑝𝑖𝑘𝑓𝑖𝐛𝑘

′ + 𝐞𝑖

𝐾

𝑘=1

 (1) 

with 𝑝𝑖𝑘 a binary partition score that indicates to which of the K clusters the i-th profile is 

assigned (with each profile being assigned to exactly one cluster), 𝑓𝑖  the amplitude 

coefficient of the i-th time profile, 𝐛𝑘 the reference profile of cluster k, and 𝐞𝑖 the residuals 

for the i-th profile. To identify the obtained solutions, each reference profile 𝐛𝑘 is scaled to a 

norm of one.  

                                                      
1 The J time points are assumed to be comparable across the different time profiles.  
2 Note that the time profile 𝐱𝑖  is considered to be a row vector throughout manuscript. 
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Figure 1. (a) 18 hypothetical time profiles and (b) reference profiles of a two cluster KSC 

model for these data.    

To illustrate this further, we will model the hypothetical data displayed in Figure 1a. This 

data set consists of 18 time profiles that take two different shapes. Figure 1b reveals the 

reference profiles that are obtained when this hypothetical dataset is analysed with KSC, 

using two clusters. We can easily reconstruct the observed time profiles by combining these 

reference profiles with the partition and amplitude coefficients of the time profiles shown in 

Table 1. This table reveals that all time profiles that reflect the same underlying shape (i.e., 

profiles 1 up to 9 and profiles 10 up to 18) are clustered together.   

Table 1: Partition scores 𝑝𝑖𝑘 and amplitude coefficients 𝑓𝑖  of the KSC model with two clusters 

for the hypothetical data in Figure 1a.  

 Partition scores  Amplitude 

coefficients 

  Partition scores  Amplitude 

coefficients Time profile Cluster 1 Cluster 2   Time profile Cluster 1 Cluster 2  

Profile 1 1 0  45.2  Profile 10 0 1  47.6 

Profile 2 1 0  52.0  Profile 11 0 1  48.9 

Profile 3 1 0  45.6  Profile 12 0 1  61.2 

Profile 4 1 0  46.1  Profile 13 0 1  48.4 

Profile 5 1 0  46.4  Profile 14 0 1  53.3 

Profile 6 1 0  44.0  Profile 15 0 1  60.6 

Profile 7 1 0  42.3  Profile 16 0 1  44.0 

Profile 8 1 0  51.6  Profile 17 0 1  52.0 

Profile 9 1 0  51.8  Profile 18 0 1  47.2 

2.2  Loss function and algorithm 

For a given number of clusters K, KSC aims to find the time profile partition, amplitude 

coefficients and reference profiles that minimize the following least squares loss function:  
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𝐿𝐾𝑆𝐶 = ∑ ‖𝐱𝑖 − ∑ 𝑝𝑖𝑘𝑓𝑖 𝐛𝒌
′

𝐾

𝑘=1

‖

2𝐼

𝑖=1

 (2) 

To minimize this loss function (2), the following alternating least squares (ALS) algorithm 

is used (this algorithm has been implemented in Matlab R2014b and can be obtained freely 

from the first author): 

1. Initialize the partition of the time profiles: Randomly assign the I time profiles to one 

of the K clusters. Each cluster has equal probability of being assigned to. Empty 

clusters are not allowed.  

2. Within each cluster, estimate the reference profile bk: For each cluster k =1,…, K 

vertically concatenate the 𝐼𝑘 profiles assigned to this cluster in a matrix 𝐗𝒌. Conduct 

an eigenvalue decomposition on 𝐗𝒌’𝐗𝒌
3. The eigenvector that corresponds to the 

largest eigenvalue is used as the estimate of the reference profile.  

3. Update the partition of the time profiles: For each time profile and each cluster k, 

compute the optimal amplitude coefficient 𝑓𝑖
(𝑘)

= 𝐱𝑖𝐛𝑘 and calculate the profile 

clustering criterion L𝑖𝑘 = ‖𝐱𝑖 − 𝑓𝑖
(𝑘)

𝐛𝑘′‖
2

 which quantifies the extent to which the 

time profile fits within the cluster. Assign each profile to the cluster for which L𝑖𝑘 is 

minimal. Check whether each cluster contains at least one time profile. If this is not 

the case, move the profile that fits its current cluster the least to the empty cluster.  

4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 until the algorithm has converged, that is until the partitioning 

of time profiles no longer changes. 

As generally holds for ALS algorithms (see e.g., Ceulemans, Van Mechelen & Leenen, 

2007; Steinley, 2003), the KSC algorithm may end in a local minimum. Therefore, we 

recommend to use a multistart procedure in which the algorithm is run several times using 

different random initializations of the time profile partition (e.g., 100 and preferably more, if 

computation time allows).  

 

 

                                                      
3 Note that Yang and Leskovec (2011) perform an eigenvalue decomposition on 𝐗𝒌’𝐗𝒌 − (𝐼𝑘𝐈(𝐽)), 
where I indicates a J x J identity matrix and J reflects the number of time points. However, it can be 
proven making use of properties of the eigenvalue decomposition, that decomposing 𝐗𝒌’𝐗𝒌  leads to 
precisely the same eigenvectors. 
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2.3  Effect of outliers 

To illustrate the effect of bad leverage time profiles on both the recovery of the 

reference profiles and the time profile clustering, we return to the hypothetical data in 

Figure 1 and add two high amplitude time profiles with a deviating shape. The resulting data 

set of 20 time profiles is displayed in Figure 2a. We first analysed this data set with KSC, 

again using two clusters. The obtained reference profiles are shown in Figure 2b, while Table 

2 shows the partition scores and amplitude coefficients of the time profiles. It can be 

concluded that the reference profiles are highly influenced by the two bad leverage time 

profiles. Specifically, the reference profile of the first cluster corresponds to that of the 

outlying time profiles, while the reference profile of the second cluster entangles the shape 

features of both true clusters. Indeed, in Table 2, all 18 regular time profiles are clustered 

together in the second cluster, while the first cluster contains only the two bad leverage 

time profiles (see Table 2).  

Following Yang and Leskovec (2011), we could try to deal with the outlying profiles by 

scaling all time profiles to a norm of one before updating the reference profiles. Figure 2c 

displays the reference profiles that are obtained using this scaling strategy. It can be 

concluded that the reference profiles are affected less by the outlying profiles, but still some 

influence is visible (especially around time point 18), which leads to erroneous conclusions 

about the temporal dynamics. The partition scores in Table 2, reveal that this distortion of 

the references profiles does not affect the clustering of the time profiles, however, because 

the shape features of the true clusters are not mixed up in the reference profiles. Hence, for 

this particular data set, scaling the time profiles partly removes the effect of the outliers on 

the analysis. In the simulation study, we will demonstrate that this does not generally hold, 

but depends on data characteristics.  
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Figure 2. (a) 18 regular hypothetical time profiles plus two outlying ones (profiles 19 and 20), 

(b) the reference profiles of a two cluster KSC model for these data, and (c) the reference 

profiles of a two cluster KSC model that is obtained when the profiles are scaled to a norm of 

one before conducting the eigenvalue decomposition.  
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Table 2: Partition scores 𝑝𝑖𝑘 and amplitude coefficients 𝑓𝑖  of the KSC model with two clusters 

for the hypothetical data in Figure 2, as well as those of the KSC model that is obtained when 

the profiles are scaled to a norm of one before conducting the eigenvalue decomposition.  

KSC  KSC scaled 

 Partition scores  Amplitude 

coefficients 

  Partition scores  Amplitude 

coefficients Time profile Cluster 1 Cluster 2   Time profile Cluster 1 Cluster 2  

Profile 1 0 1  42.7  Profile 1 1 0  45.2 

Profile 2 0 1  50.1  Profile 2 1 0  52.0 

Profile 3 0 1  44.1  Profile 3 1 0  45.6 

Profile 4 0 1  44.9  Profile 4 1 0  46.0 

Profile 5 0 1  44.6  Profile 5 1 0  46.4 

Profile 6 0 1  41.8  Profile 6 1 0  44.0 

Profile 7 0 1  40.3  Profile 7 1 0  42.3 

Profile 8 0 1  48.9  Profile 8 1 0  51.6 

Profile 9 0 1  49.2  Profile 9 1 0  51.8 

Profile 10 0 1  46.3  Profile 10 0 1  47.6 
Profile 11 0 1  47.5  Profile 11 0 1  48.9 
Profile 12 0 1  59.4  Profile 12 0 1  61.2 
Profile 13 0 1  47.6  Profile 13 0 1  48.4 
Profile 14 0 1  51.4  Profile 14 0 1  53.3 
Profile 15 0 1  58.9  Profile 15 0 1  60.6 
Profile 16 0 1  42.5  Profile 16 0 1  44.0 
Profile 17 0 1  50.5  Profile 17 0 1  52.0 
Profile 18 0 1  45.8  Profile 18 0 1  47.2 
Profile 19 1 0  99.6  Profile 19 1 0  12.8 
Profile 20 1 0  96.1  Profile 20 1 0  12.6 

3. Robust KSC 

3.1  Procedure 

The key idea of robust KSC is to estimate the reference profiles in a robust way, so that 

they only reflect the regular time profiles within the cluster. To this end, step 2 of the KSC 

algorithm is replaced by the following three-step procedure, which builds on the ROBPCA 

technique (Hubert, Rousseeuw, & Vanden Branden, 2005):  

1. Look for the hk<Ik time profiles that are least outlying. The value of hk=𝛼𝐼k, which is 

rounded to the highest integer that not exceeds 𝛼𝐼k,, and thus the value of 𝛼 is to be 

prespecified and should be chosen in such a way that Ik-hk is larger than the expected 

number of outlying profiles in the cluster. In this paper we use 𝛼=0.75 (i.e., the 

default option in ROBPCA), unless stated differently. To find the time profiles that are 

the least outlying, we project all Ik time profiles on 250 directions that are the span of 

two randomly selected time profiles and on all Ik directions through the origin and 
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one of the separate time profiles. The outlyingness for each time profile 𝐱𝑖 within the 

cluster is computed as follows across all these directions v: 

 
outl(𝐱𝑖) = max𝐯

|𝐱𝑖𝐯−𝑡𝑚𝑐𝑑(𝐱𝐼𝑘
𝐯)|

𝑠𝑚𝑐𝑑(𝐱𝐼𝑘
𝐯)

, (3) 

with v denoting the subsequent directions, 𝐱𝑖𝐯 indicating the projection of time 

profile i on direction v, and  𝑡𝑚𝑐𝑑(𝐱𝐼𝑘
𝐯) and 𝑠𝑚𝑐𝑑(𝐱𝐼𝑘

𝐯) denoting the univariate MCD 

location and scale estimators of the projection of all Ik time profiles on the direction 

v, respectively (Rousseeuw, 1984). These are defined as the mean and standard 

deviation of the hk projected time profiles 𝐱𝐼𝑘
𝐯 with smallest variance. The hk time 

profiles with the smallest value on (3) are retained. 

2. Obtain a preliminary reference profile. Conduct an eigenvalue decomposition on 

𝐗ℎ𝑘
’𝐗ℎ𝑘

, where 𝐗ℎ𝑘
 holds the selected time profiles. Retain the eigenvector with the 

highest eigenvalue as the preliminary reference profile 𝐛𝑘
prerob

 of cluster k.4  

3. Reweighting step. In the previous step the Ik-hk most outlying time profiles were 

excluded, without further considering to which outlier type (good leverage, bad 

leverage, orthogonal outlier; see introduction) these profiles belong. As good 

leverage points steer the eigenvalue decomposition towards the correct reference 

profile, we want them included when determining the final reference profile. 

Therefore, we perform a reweighting step, which consists of three substeps:  

a. Time profiles with a strongly deviating shape, that is, bad leverage profiles 

and orthogonal outliers, will have a high orthogonal distance (i.e., high sum of 

squared residuals). Therefore, we compute the orthogonal distance between 

each time profile in cluster k and 𝐛𝑘
prerob

 

 
OD(𝐱𝑖) = ‖𝐱𝑖 − 𝐱𝑖𝐛𝑘

prerob
𝐛𝑘

prerob
′‖ (4) 

b. Detect which time profiles have a too high orthogonal distance by comparing 

all distances to a cutoff value. Building on the work of Hubert, Rousseeuw, 

and Vanden Branden (2005), we argue that the orthogonal distances to the 

power 2/3 are approximately normally distributed. This leads to a cutoff value 

                                                      
4 Here, robKSC differs from ROBPCA in that the eigenvalue decomposition is conducted on the cross 
product matrix rather than on the covariance matrix, to make sure that the reference profile goes 
through the origin and consequently reflects the prototypical shape.  
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of (�̂� + �̂�𝑧0.975)
3

2⁄ , with 𝑧0.975 = 1.960 and where �̂� and �̂� are computed as 

the univariate MCD estimates of the OD2/3. 

c. Compute the final reference profile based on the fk (𝑓𝑘 ≥ ℎ𝑘) time profiles 

with an orthogonal score lower than the cutoff value. To this end, conduct an 

eigenvalue decomposition on 𝐗𝑓𝑘
’𝐗𝑓𝑘

 and retain the eigenvector with the 

highest eigenvalue as the final reference profile 𝐛𝑘
rob. 

3.2  Effect of outliers 

To demonstrate that the robust estimation of the reference profiles improves the 

recovery of the model parameters, we re-analyze the hypothetical data set with 18 regular 

and two bad leverage time profiles, displayed in Figure 2, using two clusters. Figure 3 shows 

the obtained reference profiles, which closely resemble the ones that were obtained when 

only the 18 regular time profiles were subjected to KSC (Figure 1b).  Thus, we can conclude 

that the bad leverage time profiles did not affect the reference profiles. Hence, the obtained 

clustering of the regular time profiles is perfect as well (see Table 3).   

 

Figure 3. References profiles revealed by a robKSC analysis with two clusters.    
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Table 3: Partition scores 𝑝𝑖𝑘 and amplitude coefficients 𝑓𝑖  of the robKSC model with two 

clusters for the hypothetical data in Figure 2.  

 Partition scores  Amplitude 

coefficients 

  Partition scores  Amplitude 

coefficients Time profile Cluster 1 Cluster 2   Time profile Cluster 1 Cluster 2  

Profile 1 1 0  45.2  Profile 11 0 1  48.8 

Profile 2 1 0  52.0  Profile 12 0 1  61.2 

Profile 3 1 0  45.6  Profile 13 0 1  48.3 

Profile 4 1 0  46.1  Profile 14 0 1  53.3 

Profile 5 1 0  46.4  Profile 15 0 1  60.6 

Profile 6 1 0  44.0  Profile 16 0 1  44.0 

Profile 7 1 0  42.3  Profile 17 0 1  52.1 

Profile 8 1 0  51.6  Profile 18 0 1  47.2 

Profile 9 1 0  51.8  Profile 19 1 0  10.0 

Profile 10 0 1  47.6  Profile 20 1 0  9.9 

3.3 Diagnostic plot 

Based on the robKSC output, one can generate a diagnostic plot per cluster. This plot 

allows the user to detect which time profiles are outlying. Figure 4 displays the diagnostic 

plots that are obtained for our hypothetical data.  The horizontal axis of these plots reflects 

the score distance of the profiles, which represents the scaled distance between the 

reference profile and the time profiles, when projected on the reference profile: 

SD(𝐱𝑖) =
|𝐱𝑖𝐛𝑘

rob − 𝑡𝑚𝑐𝑑(𝐱𝐼𝑘
𝐛𝑘

rob)|

𝑠𝑚𝑐𝑑(𝐱𝐼𝑘
𝐛𝑘

rob)
 (5) 

with 𝑡𝑚𝑐𝑑(𝐱𝐼𝑘
𝐛𝑘

rob)and 𝑠𝑚𝑐𝑑(𝐱𝐼𝑘
𝐛𝑘

rob) the univariate MCD location and scale estimator of 

the on the reference profile projected time profiles. Time profiles with a large score distance 

lie far from the location estimate and thus are possible leverage points. Specifically, a time 

profile is considered a leverage point, if its score distance exceeds 2.24, which is the root of 

the 97.5% quantile of the Χ²(1) distribution.  This cut-off is indicated by a vertical line in the 

diagnostic plots.   

The vertical axis of the plots display the orthogonal distance of the time profiles to 𝐛𝑘
rob:  

 
OD(𝐱𝑖) = ‖𝐱𝑖 − 𝐱𝑖𝐛𝑘

rob𝐛𝑘
rob′‖ (6) 

and thus equals the residual for the ith time profile. The cut-off value for the orthogonal 

distance, shown as a horizontal line, is computed as described in step 3.b. of the robust 

procedure. 
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Figure 4. Diagnostic plots of the two cluster solution of a robKSC analysis of the hypothetical 

data set in Figure 2.   

The two cut-off lines divide the diagnostic plots into four parts. Time profiles in the lower 

left part have a regular score and orthogonal distance and are thus considered regular time 

profiles. Time profiles in the lower right part have a low orthogonal distance, but a high 

score distance, and are called good leverage points. The upper left part contains the 

orthogonal outliers, that is, the time profiles with a low score distance but a high orthogonal 

distance. Finally, the time profiles in the upper right part have a high score distance as well 

as a high orthogonal distance and thus constitute bad leverage points. For instance, Figure 4 

shows that, within cluster 1, time profiles 1 up to 9 are flagged as regular time profiles, while 

time profiles 19 and 20 are correctly labeled bad leverage time profiles. Within the second 

cluster, five time profiles are labeled as regular time profiles, while time profiles 12 and 15 

are classified as good leverage points. Indeed, Table 3 shows that these time profiles have a 

somewhat higher amplitude score than the other time profiles in this cluster. Finally, time 

profiles 11 and 13 are labeled orthogonal outliers. 

4. Simulation study 

To investigate the performance of the new robKSC procedure, we will conduct a proof-

of-principle simulation study. Each simulated data set will be contaminated with a single 
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type of outlying time profiles (good leverage, orthogonal, or bad leverage) and will be 

analyzed three times. Specifically, we will compare the results obtained using (1) KSC on the 

raw data (KSCraw), (2) KSC when scaling the data prior to the eigenvalue decompositions 

(KSCscaled) and (3) robust KSC (robKSC).  

We will evaluate both the recovery of the reference profiles and the recovery of the 

clustering of the time profiles. As good leverage time profiles have a regular shape and a 

high overall amplitude, we expect that they will have a positive influence on the recovery of 

the reference profiles when using KSCraw and that results will be worst for KSCscaled, as this 

strategy neutralizes the high overall amplitude of these time profiles.  Regarding orthogonal 

outliers, we hypothesize that the impact on the KSCraw and KSCscaled reference profiles and 

clustering depends on the number of outliers present – the more profiles have a deviating 

shape, the more the reference profiles will be attracted towards this shape-, and that robKSC 

will perform best.  Since bad leverage time profiles have the largest detrimental effect on the 

recovery of reference profiles, we expect KSCraw to perform badly. KSCscaled results will be 

better, because the amplitude differences are removed by the scaling. Yet, the shape 

differences can still distort the estimates. RobKSC will detect these bad leverage time 

profiles and discard them in the eigenvalue decompositions and will therefore always 

outperform both KSCraw and KSCscaled.  

Finally, we will evaluate whether robKSC is able to correctly flag the outlying time 

profiles and whether changing the α-value in the first step of the robust estimation of the 

reference profiles improves results in case many outliers are present.  

4.1 Design and procedure 

In the simulation study, the number of time points J was set to 20, the number of 

clusters K to 2, and the number of regular time profiles per cluster to 290, which fixes the 

corresponding partition scores pik. The true reference profile of the regular time profiles 

equals the probability density function (pdf) of a normal distribution with µ=8 and σ=5 for 

cluster 1, and with µ=8 and σ=2 for cluster 2, respectively. Furthermore, the true amplitude 

coefficients of the regular time profiles were randomly sampled from the normal distribution 

with µ=50 and σ=5. Figure 5a shows a true (i.e., before noise was added) regular time profile 

with an amplitude coefficient of 50 for both clusters.  

The following three data characteristics were manipulated in a full factorial design:  
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1. Outlier type, at three levels: good leverage points, orthogonal outliers, or bad 

leverage points. Good leverage points have the same true reference profile as the 

regular observations, while their amplitude coefficients were sampled from the 

normal distribution with µ=100 and σ=5. Figure 5b displays two good leverage 

points with an amplitude score of 100 for each cluster type. Both orthogonal 

outliers and bad leverage points have an outlying shape, meaning that their 

underlying reference profile differs from that of the regular observations. For 

both types of shape outliers we used the pdf of a normal distribution with µ=18 

and σ=.5 as the underlying reference profile. Furthermore, the amplitude 

coefficients were sampled from the normal distribution with µ=50 and σ=5 for 

the orthogonal outliers, and from the normal distribution with µ=100 and σ=5 for 

the bad leverage points. Figures 5c and 5d show an orthogonal outlying time 

profile with an amplitude coefficient of 50 and a bad leverage time profile with an 

amplitude coefficient of 100, respectively. 

2. The number of outliers at three levels: 40, 70, or 100. Consequently, the 

percentage of outliers within the total data set equaled .06, .11 and .15 

respectively. Note that if the outlier type was good leverage, half of the outliers 

were constructed using the reference profile of cluster 1. For the other half, the 

underlying reference profile of cluster 2 was used. 

3. The amount of error e, which is the expected proportion 
‖𝐄‖2

‖𝐗‖2 of the sum of the 

squared residuals in the residual matrix E and the sum of the squared 

observations in the data matrix X, at three levels: 0.10, 0.20, and 0.30; 
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Figure 5. (a) Two regular time profiles, one for each cluster, both with an amplitude score of 

50, (b) two good leverage time profiles, one for each cluster, both with an amplitude score 

of 100, (c) an orthogonal outlying time profile with an amplitude score of 50, and (d) a bad 

leverage time profile with an amplitude score of 100. Note that later on in the data 

generation, these profiles were perturbed with noise (Factor 3 of the design).  

For each cell of the design, 20 data matrices were generated, with time profiles 

constructed as follows: 

𝐱𝑖 = 𝐭𝑖 + 𝐞𝒊 

        = 𝑓𝑖
𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒𝐛𝑘

𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒′ + 𝐞𝑖 

where 𝐭𝑖 denotes the true time profile, 𝑓𝑖
𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 denotes the true amplitude coefficient of time 

profile xi and 𝐛𝑘
𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 denotes the true reference profile of the cluster to which time profile i is 

allocated. The amplitude coefficients 𝑓𝑖
𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 and reference profiles 𝐛𝑘

𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 were generated as 

described above. The residuals 𝑒𝑖𝑗 were generated such that the resulting time profiles 𝐱𝑖 

are non-negative. To this end, each residual 𝑒𝑖𝑗 was sampled from a truncated normal 

distribution: 𝑒𝑖𝑗~𝑁 (𝜇, 𝜎𝑖𝑗
2 )|e𝑖𝑗 ≥  −𝑡𝑖𝑗, where µ equals 0 and 𝜎𝑖𝑗

2  is chosen such that 

∑ ∑ 𝐸(𝑒𝑖𝑗
2)𝐽

𝑗=1
𝐼
𝑖=1 =  ‖𝐓‖2 𝑒

1−𝑒
 with T the true data matrix, consisting of all true time 

profiles.  
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In total, 3 (outlier types) x 3 (amount of outliers) x 3 (amount of error) x 20 (replicates) = 

540 simulated data sets were generated. Each data set was analyzed with KSCraw, 

KSCscaled, and with the novel robKSC method, always using the correct number of clusters 

K=2. 100 random initializations of the partition scores 𝑝𝑖𝑘 were used. 

4.2 Results 

4.2.1 Goodness of recovery of the reference profiles 

To study the goodness of recovery of the reference profiles, we use the Tucker 

congruence coefficient ϕ between each estimated reference profile 𝐛𝑘
M and the 

corresponding true reference profile 𝐛𝑘
T and averaged the resulting values across the two 

profile clusters, yielding a goodnesss of reference profile (GORP) statistic: GORP =

1

2
∑ 𝜑 (𝐛𝑘

M, 𝐛𝑘
T) 2

𝑘=1 .  To take the permutational freedom of the clustering into account, we 

evaluated the two possible permutations and retained the one that maximizes this GORP 

value. Note that the GORP statistic takes values between zero (no recovery at all) and one 

(perfect recovery).  

The overall mean GORP equals .76 for the KSCraw analysis, .78 for the KSCscaled analysis 

and .91 for the robKSC analysis, implying that robKSC clearly outperforms KSCSraw and 

KSCscaled. To investigate the extent to which the manipulated data characteristics and the 

analysis type influences the GORP, we performed a repeated measures ANOVA with the 

GORP as dependent variable, the three types of analysis as the within-subjects factor and 

the manipulated data characteristics as the between-subjects factors. Table 4 provides 

partial eta squared effect sizes for all main and interaction effects.  Furthermore, Figure 6 

displays the mean GORP values across the cells of our simulation design. In case of good 

leverage points all three methods perform almost perfectly. For orthogonal outliers we see 

that both KSCraw and KSCscaled show a drop in performance once the amount of outliers is 

higher than 40, while for robKSC performance only decreases strongly for the 100 outliers 

and 30% error condition. In case of bad leverage points, KSCraw always yields distorted 

reference profiles, while KSCscaled results depend on the amount of outliers and the 

amount of error. Specifically, the results were only good when 40 outliers are present and 

the amount of error is low (10 or 20%). Finally, robKSC cannot handle the conditions with 

100 outliers.  
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Table 4: Partial eta squared for the repeated measures ANOVA with the GORP or ARI as 

dependent variable, the three types of analysis as the within-subjects factor and the 

manipulated data characteristics as the between-subjects factors.   

 Partial eta squared 𝜂𝑝
2 

 GORP ARI 

Within-subjects effects   
Analysis type .77 .72 

Analysis type x outlier type .66 .60 
Analysis type x amount of outliers .51 .42 

Analysis type x amount of error .08 .10 
Analysis type x outlier type x amount of outliers .61 .53 

Analysis type x outlier type x amount of error .15 .13 
Analysis type x amount of outliers x amount of error .26 .21 

Analysis type x outlier type x amount of outliers x amount 
of error 

.27 .26 

Between-subjects effects   
Outlier type .95 .90 

Amount of outliers .83 .81 
Amount of error .31 .78 

Outlier type x amount of outliers .73 .62 
Outlier type x amount of error .03 .23 

Amount of outliers x amount of error .32 .26 
Outlier type x amount of outliers x amount of error .26 .26 
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(a) Good leverage time profiles

 

(b) Orthogonal outlying time profiles

 

(c) Bad leverage time profiles 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Mean GORP values for the different simulated conditions. 
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4.2.2 Goodness of recovery of the time profile clustering 

To study the goodness of recovery of the clustering of the time profiles, we compute the 

Adjusted Rand Index (ARI; Hubert & Arabie, 1985) between the true and estimated 

clustering time profile partition of all 580 regular time profiles. This ARI value equals zero 

when both partitions do not resemble each other more than expected by chance and 

amounts to one when they are identical.  

The overall mean ARI for the 580 regular time profiles equals .34 for the KSCraw analysis, 

.39 for the KSCscaled analysis and .67 for the robKSC analysis, again indicating that robKSC 

outperforms the other two analysis types. The effect sizes that result from the repeated 

measures ANOVA with the ARI as the dependent variable are shown in Table 4.  

Furthermore, Figure 7 displays the mean ARI values for the different simulated conditions. 

The conclusions for the clustering mirror those for the reference profiles: The presence of 

good leverage points has no impact on the recovery of the clustering. However, for all three 

analysis types performance drops when the amount of error increases, which is a typical 

finding in clustering analysis (e.g., Brusco & Cradit, 2005). Given that both orthogonal 

outliers and bad leverage time profiles distort the estimated reference profiles and these 

profiles steer the clustering process, it is no surprise that the clustering is also affected: 

Whenever the mean GORP decreased in Figure 6 we also see a decrease in the mean ARI in 

Figure 7. In some conditions the ARI values even drop to zero. This stems from the fact that 

the reference profiles are so much distorted by the outliers, that all regular time profiles are 

clustered together while the second cluster consists exclusively of outlying time profiles (see 

also Figure 2b).  
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Figure 7. Mean ARI values for the different simulated conditions 
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4.2.3 Goodness of outlier flagging  

As discussed in Section 3, a robKSC analysis yields a diagnostic outlier plot for each 

cluster. Time profiles are flagged as outlying, when they exceed the cut-off values for the 

score distance and/or orthogonal distance and thus are located in the upper left, upper 

right, or lower right part of the diagnostic plot. To examine the agreement between the true 

outlier status and the flagging by robKSC, we calculate Cohen’s kappa for each data set. 

Across all data sets, we found an average kappa coefficient of .61, which indicates a 

substantial agreement between the true outlier status and the robKSC flagging. Figure 8 

displays the average kappa coefficient for the different outlier types and for different 

amounts of outliers. As can be seen from this figure, agreement is higher for good leverage 

points than for orthogonal outliers and bad leverage time profiles. Agreement is low when 

the data contain 100 orthogonal outliers or bad leverage time profiles. In these two 

particular cases, true outlying time profiles are more often labeled as regular time profiles by 

robKSC.  

 

Figure 8. Mean kappa coefficient for the different outlier types and for different amounts of 

outliers. 

4.2.4 Effect of α   

The results discussed so far demonstrate that robKSC handles the outliers well, except 

when their number increases to 100. This finding is probably related to the α-value that has 

to be specified in the first step of the robust estimation of the reference profile. As noted 
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earlier 1- α should be higher than the percentage of outlying time profiles within a cluster to 

neutralize their effect on both the reference profiles and the clustering. Up to now, we used 

a default α-value of .75. However, this value is too high in the simulation settings with 290 

regular time profiles per cluster and 100 orthogonal or bad leverage outliers with the same 

shape. Specifically, after a few iterations, the 100 outliers will most likely all be assigned to 

the same cluster, because they have the same shape, along with about 290 regular profiles. 

This means that less than 75% of the profiles within the cluster are regular, and thus that not 

all outliers can be discarded, as shown by the kappa scores in Figure 8. This will affect the 

obtained reference profiles and thus also the clustering.   

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

Figure 9. (a) Mean GORP values and (b) mean ARI values across the different simulated 

conditions for robKSC with α=0.75 and robKSC with α=0.60.  

To investigate this finding further, we re-analyzed all datasets with 100 outlying time 

profiles with the α-value set to .60 instead of .75. Figures 9a and 9b display the mean GORP 

and ARI values for both robKSC settings, whereas Figure 10 shows the mean kappa values to 
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evaluate the correctness of the outlier flagging. It can be concluded that changing the α-

value had the desired effect in that, at α=.60, the robKSC performance hardly changes across 

outlier type, indicating that the outliers are correctly handled in the analysis.  

 

Figure 10. Mean kappa coefficient for the different outlier types and for different amounts 

of outliers for robKSC with α=0.75 as well as robKSC with α=0.60.  

5. Discussion 

In many scientific domains there is an increasing interest in clustering time profiles 

according to shape, in order to shed light on differences in temporal dynamics. Based on 

successful applications (Heylen, Van Mechelen, Verduyn, & Ceulemans, in press; Heylen, Van 

Mechelen, Fried and Ceulemans, submitted; Heylen, Verduyn, Van Mechelen & Ceulemans, 

2015), KSC seems to be a useful method to achieve this. A disadvantage of KSC, however, is 

that the cluster-specific reference profiles may be negatively influenced by outliers, since 

they are estimated through eigenvalue decompositions. Since the solution that has been put 

forward so far to deal with this problem–scaling the time profiles to a norm of one before 

conducting the eigenvalue decomposition-, is not satisfactory, we introduced a robust 

version of KSC, called robKSC. RobKSC derives robust reference profiles for each cluster, 

using ideas of robust PCA (Hubert, Rousseeuw & Vanden Branden, 2005). We performed a 

proof-of–principle simulation study to demonstrate the effectiveness of the method, 

showing that robKSC indeed outperforms both KSCraw and KSCscaled.  

https://ppw.kuleuven.be/okp/people/Eva_Ceulemans/
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Apart from the fact that robKSC may outperform KSCraw or KSCscaled for a particular 

data set, an additional advantage of robKSC is that it yields a diagnostic plot per cluster, 

which allows to flag and label the outlying time profiles. Firstly, this diagnostic plot can be 

used to screen all time profiles within a cluster and to reveal which of these profiles show 

aberrant temporal dynamics. This allows to pinpoint both errors in the data and remarkable 

observations. Secondly, one could use the diagnostic information to remove all orthogonal 

and bad leverage outlying time profiles prior to conducting a regular KSC analysis (see 

below).  

When applying robKSC, an important challenge pertains to the tuning of the α-value in 

the robust estimation step of the robKSC analysis. As clearly demonstrated in the simulation 

study, the α-value has an impact on the performance of the method. When this α-value is 

too high (i.e., when the proportion of outliers within a cluster is higher than 1- α), robKSC is 

not able to flag all outlying time profiles as outliers. Consequently the remaining outlying 

time profiles, flagged as regular, may distort both the reference profile and the partitioning. 

Hence (1- α) should be higher than the expected number of outlying time profiles per 

cluster. This might suggest that one should always set the α-value rather low.  However, 

choosing α too small can also lead to problems, since the preliminary reference profile of a 

cluster is based on the α*100% closest time profiles. Thus, when α is too small the 

preliminary reference profile may be based on a limited number of time profiles. Although 

this selection can be adjusted in the reweighting step of the robKSC procedure, it can still 

influence the obtained results, especially when the number of observed time profiles is 

rather low. Therefore, further research on the optimal tuning of α is called for. 

A limitation of robKSC is that the robust estimation of the reference profiles does not 

involve a loss function. As a consequence we have no criterion for choosing among two 

different solutions.  Consequently, it is also impossible to investigate how sensitive robKSC is 

to local minima. Therefore, a possible direction for future research is to look for alternative 

procedures to robustly estimate reference profiles that do minimize a clear loss function. For 

instance, it may be interesting to look into depth-based approaches, where the reference 

profile of a cluster is determined by computing the most central or deepest time profile of 

the cluster (Cuevas, Febrero & Fraiman, 2007; Claeskens, Hubert, Slaets & Vakili, 2014). 

Another alternative would be to first perform a robKSC analysis and remove all time profiles 
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that are labelled as orthogonal outlying or bad leverage time profiles prior to performing a 

KSC analysis.  

A second limitation pertains to our simulation study. As stated above, this is a proof-of-

principle study, which shows that data sets can be generated for which robKSC clearly 

outperforms KSCraw or KSCscaled. However, since our simulation settings were rather 

specific, no final conclusions can be made regarding the differential performance of robKSC, 

KSCraw or KSCscaled. For instance, at this point, we have no clear-cut guidelines about when 

outliers really become a problem for KSC or about the conditions for which scaling the time 

profiles to a norm of one is already sufficient. For the design of a more conclusive simulation 

study, the following remarks may be useful:  Firstly, we conjecture that outliers will only 

distort the obtained reference profiles, if several of them have a similar shape. Indeed, if the 

outliers all have different shapes they will have different effects on the reference profiles 

and these effects may cancel out each other. Whether and how distorted reference profiles 

also affect the obtained clustering further depends on how much their shape deviates from 

the regular one. If the obtained reference profiles still resemble the correct ones, albeit in a 

somewhat distorted way, the clustering will probably not be affected too much. However, if 

the contamination of the reference profiles is stronger, in that they are dominated by the 

deviating shapes, the quality of the clustering will deteriorate. In the worst case, the outlying 

profiles may constitute one or more separate clusters, while the other clusters contain 

different types of regular time profiles.  

To conclude, in the present paper we introduced robKSC to handle outliers when 

clustering time profiles in terms of shape.  Combining ideas of KSC and an adapted version of 

ROBPCA, robKSC yields a robust reference profile for each cluster, which reflects the 

prototypical shape of the profiles that belong to it.  Amplitude differences within the clusters 

are modeled by means of amplitude scores. An attractive feature of robKSC is that it yields a 

diagnostic outlier plot per cluster, which allows to easily flag different types of outlying time 

profiles.  
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Abstract 

Quite a few studies in the behavioral sciences result in hierarchical time profile data, 

with a number of time profiles being measured for each person under study. Associated 

research questions often focus on individual differences in profile repertoire, that is, 

differences between persons in the number and the nature of profile shapes that show up 

for each person. In this paper we introduce a new method, called KSC-N, that parsimoniously 

captures such differences, while neatly disentangling variability in shape and amplitude. KSC-

N induces a few person clusters from the data  and derives for each person cluster the types 

of profile shape that occur most for the persons in that cluster. An algorithm for fitting KSC-

N is proposed and evaluated in a simulation study. Finally, the new method is applied to 

emotional intensity profile data.   

1. Introduction 

In many research domains there is an increasing interest in how specific variables change 

across time, and in how this differs across persons or situations. For example, in emotion 

research, many authors argue that emotions are processes that unfold over time and thus 

can only be fully understood when their temporal properties are studied (see e.g., Kuppens, 

Stouten & Mesquita, 2009). One such property is emotional intensity (Frijda, 2007). Inter- or 

intraindividual differences in the intensity course of particular emotional episodes are 

studied by asking persons to recollect and draw experienced emotion intensity profiles 

(Sonnemans & Frijda, 1994; Verduyn, Van Mechelen & Frederix, 2012; Verduyn, Van 

Mechelen, Tuerlinckx, Meers & Van Coillie, 2009). As illustrated in Figure 1, the resulting 

intensity profiles can vary hugely with respect to shape (e.g., steepness of onset, skewness) 

and amplitude (i.e., the height of the profile). For instance, this figure shows (a) three early-

blooming profiles with a steep onset and a peak in the beginning of the episode, followed by 

a gradual return to baseline, and (b) a late-blooming profile that steadily accumulates across 

time and reaches its peak in the second half of the episode only (see Heylen, Verduyn, Van 

Mechelen & Ceulemans, in press). Moreover, it is notable that the intensity of the early-

blooming emotional responses differs, in that the corresponding profiles have different 

amplitudes.  
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Frijda, a leading scholar in the field of emotion research, advanced charting and 

explaining shape and amplitude variability in such intensity profiles as a central task for 

emotion researchers (Frijda, 2007). Studying intensity profiles is necessary from both a 

theoretical and a clinical perspective. Indeed, many psychopathologies such as depression, 

post-traumatic stress disorder, and borderline personality disorder are characterized by 

disturbances in emotion dynamics (Ehlers & Clark, 2000; Lieb, Zanarini, Schmahl, Linehan, & 

Bohus, 2004).  

 

Figure 1. Intensity profiles of four hypothetical emotional episodes (see Section 2 for more 

details)  

To model shape and amplitude variability in time profiles, researchers often rely on 

functional principal component analysis (fPCA; Ramsay & Silverman, 2005; Verduyn et al., 

2009). This method approximates the observed time profiles by summing the average time 

profile and a linear combination of reference profiles (i.e., the extracted components). 

However, a major drawback of this approach is that shape and amplitude variability are 

entangled, which hampers the interpretation of the reference profiles.   

A recently developed clustering technique, called K-spectral centroid clustering (KSC, 

Yang & Leskovec, 2011) is more appealing, as it allows to pull apart shape and amplitude 

differences. KSC assigns the observed time profiles to one of K profile clusters. Each profile 

cluster is associated with a reference profile that captures a distinct profile shape that is 

present in the data (e.g., an early-blooming profile). Moreover, all time profiles receive an 

amplitude coefficient which indicates the extent to which the reference profile needs to be 

inflated or deflated to optimally approximate the observed time profile. The usefulness of 
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this technique for understanding the variability in emotional intensity profiles was 

demonstrated by Heylen et al. (in press).  

KSC targets standard two-way two-mode data. Yet, data structures may be more 

intricate. For instance, in the emotional intensity example, researchers often collect multiple 

intensity profiles for each person. The resulting data have a hierarchical structure with 

intensity profiles (level 1) being nested in persons (level 2). Such hierarchical data are very 

rich and allow one to address research questions regarding individual differences in profile 

repertoire. In particular, hierarchical data allow to examine whether persons differ with 

respect to the number and/or nature of intensity shapes that show up in their emotional life, 

and whether such differences are related to measures of psychopathology and psychological 

well-being. Regarding number, some persons may adapt their emotional responses to the 

eliciting event, whereas others always react in the same way. Regarding nature, some 

people’s emotional life may be dominated by short-lived emotional outbursts whereas 

others may have difficulty shutting down an emotional response once it is elicited (Davidson, 

1998).       

To directly model such individual differences in profile use, we propose a novel KSC 

method for nested data, called KSC-N. This method simultaneously assigns the level 2 

observations to a few clusters and fits a separate KSC model to each of those clusters. Thus, 

in the case of emotional intensity profiles, KSC-N induces a few person clusters from the data 

and derives per person cluster the types of profile shapes that occur most for the persons 

involved.  

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In the next section, the KSC model 

for two-way two-mode data (Yang & Leskovec, 2011) is recapitulated and the new model for 

nested data is introduced. In Section 3, we discuss the KSC-N loss function and an algorithm 

for estimating the model parameters. Next, a model selection procedure is proposed. 

Section 4 describes a simulation study to evaluate the performance of this algorithm. In 

Section 5 we apply KSC-N to emotional intensity profiles. Finally, in Section 6, we provide 

some directions for future research.  
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2. Model 

2.1  KSC 

KSC was developed for N (profiles) by J (time points) data, where the n-th profile is 

denoted by  𝐱𝑛. In this paper, each profile corresponds to a particular emotional episode in 

the life of one of the persons under study. For now, we assume that each person provides 

one profile, reflecting a specific emotion type (e.g., joy, gratitude, anger, sadness) or 

situation. Of course, the duration of emotional episodes may vary considerably, from 

seconds to hours. To avoid that differences in duration rather than shape would drive the 

analysis results, duration differences are controlled for by stretching all profiles to equal 

length. Consequently, the time points should be interpreted in a relative way only. Note that 

in other fields of application (see Section 6), the time points may be more comparable, in 

that they reflect a fixed time scale measured in  seconds, days, or years. Throughout this 

subsection we will make use of the hypothetical emotional intensity data set in Figure 1, 

which consists of four time profiles pertaining to 22  time points.   

KSC groups the N observed time profiles into K clusters. Each cluster is associated with a 

reference profile, which reflects the prototypical shape of the time profiles that belong to 

that cluster. Moreover, amplitude differences within each cluster are modeled by assigning 

an amplitude coefficient to each time profile, which indicates the extent to which the 

associated reference profile needs to be inflated or deflated to optimally approximate the 

observed time profile.  

More formally, the observed time profiles 𝐱𝑛 are modeled as 

 𝐱𝑛 = ∑ 𝑝𝑛𝑘𝑓𝑛𝐛𝑘
′ + 𝐞𝑛

𝐾

𝑘=1

 
(1) 

with 𝑝𝑛𝑘 a binary partition score indicating to which of the K clusters the nth profile belongs 

(where each profile belongs to a single cluster only), 𝑓𝑛 the amplitude coefficient for the nth 

profile, 𝐛𝑘 the reference profile of cluster k, and 𝐞𝑛 the residuals for the nth profile. To 

identify the obtained solutions, the reference profiles 𝐛𝑘 are scaled to a norm of one. Note 

that Yang and Leskovec (2011) also align time profiles and reference profiles to remove 

differences in time shift. We discard this KSC-feature in this paper as potential time shifts 

between emotional intensity profiles are meaningful shape differences (i.e., indicating 
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reactivity differences) that should be captured as such. This issue is further considered in 

Section 6. 

 
Figure 2. Reference profiles of the KSC model with two clusters for the hypothetical data in 

Figure 1.  

To illustrate the interpretation of a KSC model, we will model the hypothetical emotional 

intensity data in Figure 1. The four time profiles can be perfectly reconstructed by means of 

a KSC model with two clusters. The two reference profiles are displayed in Figure 2. The 

clusters can be interpreted as ‘early-blooming’ and ‘late-blooming’, respectively. We can 

easily reconstruct the observed time profiles by combining these reference profiles with the 

partition and amplitude coefficients of the time profiles, shown in Table 1. For instance, time 

profile 1 is an early-bloomer as it belongs to the first cluster; moreover, this reference profile 

needs to be multiplied by 9, according to the corresponding amplitude coefficient.  

Table 1: Partition scores 𝑝𝑛𝑘 and amplitude coefficients 𝑓𝑛  of the KSC model with two 

clusters for the hypothetical data in Figure 1.  

 Partition scores  Amplitude coefficients 

Time profiles Cluster 1 Cluster 2  

Profile 1 1 0  9 
Profile 2 1 0  4 
Profile 3 1 0  11 
Profile 4 0 1  8 

2.2  KSC-N 

KSC-N assumes that multiple time profiles are gathered for I persons. Indeed, in most 

studies on emotional intensity profiles, each person typically provides more than one profile, 

pertaining to different emotion types and/or different situations. The number of person-

specific profiles Ni (i=1..I) may vary across persons, and the total number of time profiles 
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equals 𝑁 = ∑ 𝑁𝑖
𝐼
𝑖=1 . The nth profile of the ith person is denoted by 𝐱𝑛𝑖

. The hypothetical 

data set in Figure 3, which consists of twelve time profiles nested into three persons, is used 

as a guiding example in the following paragraphs. 

 

Figure 3. Hypothetical intensity profiles of four different emotional episodes for three 

different persons (A, B and C).  

KSC-N simultaneously groups the persons into a few person clusters and models the time 

profiles within each person cluster with a separate KSC model. This implies that the profile 

clusters are nested in the person clusters and that the number of profile clusters may differ 

across person clusters. Thus, the nth time profile 𝐱𝑛𝑖
 of person i is modeled as: 

 

𝐱𝑛𝑖
= ∑ 𝑝𝑖𝑐

𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑠

𝐶

𝑐=1

∑ 𝑝𝑛𝑖𝑘𝑐

𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑓
𝑓𝑛𝑖

𝐾𝑐

𝑘𝑐=1

𝐛′𝑘𝑐
+ 𝐞𝑛𝑖  (2) 

with C the number of person clusters, 𝑝𝑖𝑐
𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑠 a binary partition score that indicates whether 

the ith person belongs to the cth person cluster, Kc the number of profile clusters within 

person cluster c, 𝑝𝑛𝑖𝑘𝑐

𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑓
 a binary partition score that indicates whether the nith profile 

belongs to the kcth profile cluster, 𝐛𝑘𝑐
 the kcth reference profile of person cluster c, and 

𝐞𝑛𝑖 the residuals for the nith profile. 
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Table 2: Partition scores 𝑝𝑖𝑐
𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑠

 and 𝑝𝑛𝑖𝑘𝑐

𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑓
 and amplitude coefficients 𝑓𝑛𝑖  of the KSC-N model 

with two person clusters, associated with one and two profile clusters respectively.  

    Person partition 
scores  

 Profile partition scores  Amplitude 
coefficients 

  Cluster 
1 

Cluster 
2 

 Cluster 1  Cluster 2 

Person  Time 
profiles 

 Profile 
cluster 1 

 Profile 
cluster 1 

Profile 
cluster 2 

Person A Profile 1 0 1    0 1 9 
 Profile 2      1 0 4 
 Profile 3      1 0 11 
 Profile 4      0 1 2 

Person B Profile 1 0 1    0 1 7 
 Profile 2      1 0 10 
 Profile 3      1 0 6 
 Profile 4      1 0 7 

Person C Profile 1 1 0  1    15 
 Profile 2    1    4 
 Profile 3    1    9 
 Profile 4    1    5 

Table 2 and Figure 4 show the parameters of a KSC-N model that perfectly reconstructs 

the data in Figure 3, by means of two person clusters that are respectively associated with 

one and two profile clusters. From Table 2, it can be read that person C belongs to the first 

person cluster; Figure 4 reveals that this person always experiences a late-blooming profile. 

Persons A and B are assigned to the second person cluster and report early-blooming 

intensity profiles which have either a single peak or multiple peaks. The KSC-N model thus 

directly reveals that all profiles of person C have an identical shape, whereas persons A and 

B vary between two different shapes.  

Of course, one could in principle model hierarchical time profile data with KSC. Indeed, a 

KSC-N model is a restricted KSC model with ∑ 𝐾𝑐
𝐶
𝑐=1  clusters, in that the time profiles of a 

particular person can only be assigned to the profile clusters of the corresponding person 

cluster. In contrast, with KSC all profile clusters would be freely available for all persons. 

Hence, a KSC model with ∑ 𝐾𝑐
𝐶
𝑐=1  clusters will always fit a given data set at least as well as a 

KSC-N model with the same number of profile clusters. However, because all profile types 

are available for each person, the obtained partition of the time profiles may be less clear-

cut. Moreover, in practice, one will often retain a more simple KSC model (i.e., with less 

clusters), because the reference profiles of the person clusters may differ subtly only, 

implying that a KSC model with ‘average’ reference profiles will fit reasonably well, or 
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because some reference profile may show up for a few persons only, making it more difficult 

to trace.  

 

Figure 4. Reference profiles of the KSC-N model with two person clusters, associated with 

one and two profile clusters respectively for the hypothetical data in Figure 3. 

2.3  Relation to existing models 

In the literature, time profiles are often analyzed by model-based techniques, such as 

growth curve and trajectory models and multilevel extensions thereof (e.g., Jones & Nagin, 

2007; Palardy & Vermunt, 2010; Wang & Bodner, 2007). These models differ in three 

important respects from the KSC and KSC-N approach: Firstly, whereas growth curve and 

trajectory models are probabilistic and thus imply distributional assumptions, KSC and KSC-N 

are deterministic techniques. Secondly, in growth curve and trajectory models, the reference 

profile of each cluster is modeled as a polynomial function of time, summarizing the 

reference profiles in terms of intercepts and slopes. KSC and KSC-N model the reference 

profiles through a parameter for each single time point, which is much more flexible, 

especially when the number of time points grows large. Thirdly, the intercepts and slopes of 

growth curve and trajectory models together determine both the predicted shape and 

amplitude of the time profiles, implying that these models entangle shape and amplitude 

again. In KSC and KSC-N, shape and amplitude are clearly distinguished and captured in 

separate parameter sets.   
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3. Data analysis 

3.1  Loss function 

For a given number of person clusters C and associated numbers of profile types Kc, the 

aim of a KSC-N analysis is to find the person and profile partitions, amplitude coefficients 𝑓𝑛𝑖
 

and reference profiles 𝐛𝑘𝑐
 that minimize the following least squares loss function:  

 

𝐿𝐾𝑆𝐶−𝑁 = ∑ ∑ ‖𝐱𝑛𝑖
−  ∑ 𝑝𝑖𝑐

𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑠 

𝐶

𝑐=1

∑ 𝑝𝑛𝑖𝑘𝑐

𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑓
𝑓𝑛𝑖

 𝐛𝑘𝑐

′

𝐾𝑐

𝑘𝑐=1

‖

𝑁𝑖

𝑛𝑖=1

𝐼

𝑖=1

2

. (3) 

3.2  Algorithm 

To minimize loss function (3), we propose to use an alternating least squares (ALS) 

algorithm that consists of five steps: 

1. Initialize the partition of the persons: Randomly assign the I persons to one of the C 

person clusters. Each cluster has equal probability of being assigned to. No empty 

clusters are allowed.  

2. Within each person cluster, estimate the profile partition and the reference profiles: 

For each person cluster, perform a KSC analysis on the time profiles of the persons 

that belong to the cluster, by conducting the following steps: 

a. Initialize the partition of the time profiles: Randomly assign the selected time 

profiles to one of the Kc profile clusters, where each profile cluster is equally 

likely. Each profile cluster must contain at least one time profile of each 

person in the person cluster under study.  

b. Estimate the reference profile  𝐛𝑘𝑐
 for each profile cluster: For each profile 

cluster kc =1,…, Kc vertically concatenate the 𝑁𝑘𝑐
 profiles assigned to this 

cluster in a matrix 𝐗𝑘𝑐
. To make sure that each time profile has the same 

impact on the shape that is revealed, each time profile is separately scaled so 

that its norm equals one, yielding the rescaled matrix 𝐗𝑘𝑐

∗ ; note that, without 

scaling, profiles with larger norms will dominate the obtained shape. Conduct 

an eigenvalue decomposition on 𝐗𝑘𝑐

∗ ’𝐗𝑘𝑐 
∗ − (𝑁𝑘𝑐

ID(𝐽)), where ID indicates an 

identity matrix. The eigenvector that corresponds to the largest eigenvalue is 

used as the estimate of the reference profile. Note that one may wonder 

whether it would be worthwhile to retain more than a single eigenvector per 
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profile cluster and combine them in a weighted sum to approximate the data. 

Such an approach comes very close to performing a fPCA per cluster, 

however, and thus suffers from the same limitation in that shape and 

amplitude differences are entangled.  

c. Estimate the partition of the time profiles: For each time profile and each 

profile cluster kc, compute the optimal amplitude coefficient 𝑓𝑛𝑖

(𝑘𝑐)
= 𝐱𝑛𝑖

𝐛𝑘𝑐
  

and calculate the profile clustering criterion L𝑛𝑖𝑘𝑐
= ‖𝐱𝑛𝑖

− 𝑓𝑛𝑖

(𝑘𝑐)
𝐛𝑘𝑐

′‖
2

 

which quantifies the extent to which the time profile fits within the profile 

type. Assign each profile to the profile cluster for which L𝑛𝑖𝑘𝑐
 is minimal. 

Check for each person in the person cluster under study, whether all profile 

clusters contain at least one time profile of that person. If this is not the case, 

move the time profile of that person that fits its current profile cluster the 

least to the profile cluster without profiles of that person1. 

d. Estimate the reference profile 𝐛𝑘𝑐
 for each profile cluster, by executing Step 

b. 

Repeat Steps c and d until convergence is reached, that is, until the decrease 

in the KSC loss function  𝐿𝐾𝑆𝐶,𝑐 for person cluster c is smaller than 10-6.  

 
𝐿𝐾𝑆𝐶,𝑐 = ∑ ∑ 𝑝𝑖𝑐

𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑠 ‖𝐱𝑛𝑖
−  ∑  𝑝𝑛𝑖𝑘𝑐

𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑓
𝑓𝑛𝑖

 𝐛𝑘𝑐

′

𝐾𝑐

𝑘𝑐=1

‖

𝑁𝑖

𝑛𝑖=1

𝐼

𝑖=1

2

 (4) 

3. Estimate the partition of the persons: For each person i and each person cluster c, 

optimally assign all time profiles to the kc profile clusters and compute the associated 

amplitude coefficients (see step 2c). Next, calculate the person clustering criterion 

L𝑖𝑐 = ∑ ‖𝐱𝑛𝑖
− ∑ 𝑝𝑛𝑖𝑘𝑐

𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑓
𝑓𝑛𝑖

 𝐛𝑘𝑐

′𝐾𝑐
𝑘𝑐=1 ‖

𝑁𝑖
𝑛𝑖=1

2

, which quantifies the extent to which the 

person fits within the person cluster. Assign the person to the person cluster for 

which this criterion is minimal. Check whether each of the person clusters contains at 

                                                      
1 Before moving this time profile, we check whether this time profile is the only profile in its current 
profile cluster. If this is the case we move on to the time profile that fits its current cluster the second 
least, and so on.  
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least one person. If this is not the case, move the person that fits its current cluster 

the least to the empty cluster2.  

4. Within each person cluster, estimate the profile partition and the reference profiles, 

by executing Step 2.  

5. Repeat Steps 3 and 4 until the algorithm has converged, that is until the decrease in 

loss function 𝐿𝐾𝑆𝐶−𝑁 (3) is smaller than 10-6. 

As generally holds for ALS algorithms (see e.g., Ceulemans, Van Mechelen & Leenen, 

2007; Steinley, 2003), the KSC-N algorithm may end in a local minimum. Therefore, we 

propose to use a multistart procedure in which the algorithm is run several times using 

different random initializations of the person partition. For the sake of efficiency, we suggest 

to execute steps 1 and 2 of the algorithm for a large number of random initializations (e.g., 

100 and preferably more, if computation time allows) and calculate the resulting loss 

function. Next, the ten % most promising initializations (i.e., with lowest loss function values) 

are selected and run through the entire algorithm (see e.g., Wilderjans & Ceulemans, 2013). 

The solution with the lowest loss function value is retained as the final solution. Moreover, 

we recommend a similar multistart procedure for the KSC algorithm in Step 2, where a large 

number of random initializations (e.g., at least 100) are run through steps a to d.  

3.3  Model selection  

For most data sets, the optimal number of person clusters C and/or profile types Kc is 

unknown. To tackle the resulting model selection problem, one may estimate KSC-N 

solutions with 1 up to Cmax person clusters and 1 up to Kmax profile types, and retain the 

model with the optimal balance between fit (loss function value) and complexity (number of 

person clusters and profile types). However, the number of models from which to choose 

grows large rapidly. For instance, if both Cmax and Kmax equal five, a total of 

∑
(𝐾𝑚𝑎𝑥+𝐶−1)!

(𝐾𝑚𝑎𝑥−1)!𝐶!

𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝐶=1 =251 solutions has to be estimated. To limit computation time, we 

propose to use a stepwise approach, based on the work of De Roover, Ceulemans, 

Timmerman, Nezlek, and Onghena (2013); this procedure will be illustrated in Section 5.  

The first step of the procedure consists of choosing among KSC-N solutions with an equal 

number of profile types Kc (Kc=K) in each person cluster, implying that only CmaxKmax solutions 

                                                      
2 Again, taking into account the sizes of the person clusters (see footnote 1).  
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have to be fitted. Specifically, we propose to plot for each number of person clusters C=1,…, 

Cmax the least squares loss value of the model with C person clusters and K profile clusters 

against the number of profile clusters K=1,…, Kmax. The optimal number of person clusters 

Coptimal is determined by examining the decrease in the loss value (over the different numbers 

of profile clusters K) when adding an extra person cluster, and by retaining the number of 

person clusters C after which this decrease levels off.  Next, we focus on the scree line for 

Coptimal person clusters, and select the number of profile clusters after which the loss function 

value no longer decreases considerably as Koptimal. 

Next, we determine the optimal number of profile types 𝐾𝑐
𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑙 for each person 

cluster. To this end, we run KSC-N analyses with 1 to Kmax profile clusters while keeping the 

person partition 𝑝𝑖𝑐
𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑠 of the model that was retained in the first step fixed. Subsequently, 

we plot for each person cluster the least squares loss values 𝐿𝐾𝑆𝐶,𝑐 (4) against the number of 

profile clusters 𝐾𝑐 = 1, … , 𝐾𝑚𝑎𝑥  and choose the number of profile clusters after which the 

loss function value levels off as 𝐾𝑐
𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑙.  

4. Simulation study 

4.1  Problem 

In this simulation study the KSC-N algorithm is evaluated with respect to sensitivity to 

local minima and goodness of recovery, under optimal conditions. With optimal conditions 

we mean that the data are generated according to a KSC-N model with specific numbers of 

person clusters C and profile types Kc, and were analyzed given these numbers. We 

examined the influence of six data characteristics on the performance of the algorithm: (1) 

number of person clusters, (2) number of profile clusters per person cluster, (3) differences 

in person cluster size, (4) differences in profile cluster size, (5) degree of congruence 

between the reference profiles, and (6) amount of error on the data. These data 

characteristics are of substantive interest and are therefore often investigated in simulation 

studies on clustering algorithms. Based on the results of these studies, we expect that results 

will be worse when the data contain more person and/or time profile clusters (e.g., Brusco & 

Cradit, 2005; Milligan, Soon, & Sokol, 1983; Timmerman, Ceulemans, Kiers & Vichi, 2010). 

Regarding differences in person and profile cluster size, our hypothesis is that the algorithm 

will perform best when person and profile clusters are of equal size (e.g., Brusco & Cradit, 

2001; Milligan et al., 1983; Steinley, 2003). The degree of congruence between reference 
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profiles was manipulated to study whether performance drops when the reference profiles 

of the different profile clusters are more similar (e.g., De Roover, Ceulemans, Timmerman, 

Vansteelandt, Stouten, & Onghena, 2012). Regarding amount of error, we expect that 

performance will be worse when the data contain more error (e.g., Brusco & Cradit, 2005).  

Finally, to compare the output of KSC and KSC-N analyses, we also ran KSC analyses with 

∑ 𝐾𝑐
𝐶
𝑐=1  clusters. As stated earlier these KSC analyses are less restrictive than the KSC-N 

ones, in that all profile clusters are freely available for all persons. Therefore, we hypothesize 

that KSC will be more susceptible to noise and will recover the profile partition and 

reference profiles worse than KSC-N.  

4.2  Design and procedure 

In the simulation study, we fixed the following data characteristics:  The number of time 

points J was set to 20, the number of persons I to 40, and the number of profiles per person 

Ni to 15. These values were based on the empirical data that we will analyze in Section 5.  

The six data characteristics introduced earlier were manipulated in a full factorial design:  

1. the number of person clusters C at 2 levels: 2 and 4; 

2. the number of profile clusters per person cluster Kc at 2 levels: either 2 profile 

clusters for each person cluster or 2 profile clusters for half of the person clusters 

and 3 profile clusters for the remaining half; 

3. the differences in person cluster size at 3 levels (Milligan et al., 1983): equal 

(equal number of persons in each person cluster), unequal with majority (60% of 

persons in one person cluster, the other ones equally distributed over the 

remaining person clusters), unequal with minority (10% of persons in one person 

cluster, the other ones  equally distributed over the remaining person clusters); 

4. the differences in profile cluster size at 3 levels (Milligan et al., 1983): equal (for 

each person, each profile cluster contains an equal number of profiles), unequal 

with majority (for each person, 60% of the profiles belong to one profile cluster, 

the remaining profiles are equally distributed over the remaining profile clusters), 

unequal with minority (for each person, 10% of profiles belong to one profile 

cluster, the remaining profiles are equally distributed over the remaining profile 

clusters); 
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5. the degree of congruence between the reference profiles of all profile clusters,  

measured in terms of the Tucker congruence coefficient ϕ, at 2 levels: low (ϕ 

lower than 0.70; Haven & ten Berge, 1977) and high congruence (ϕ between 0.70 

and 0.90); 

6. the amount of error e, the expected proportion 
‖𝐄‖2

‖𝐗‖2  of the sum of the squared 

residuals in the residual matrix E and the sum of the squared observations in the 

data matrix X, at 2 levels: 0.10 and 0.30. 

For each cell of the design, five data matrices were generated, by constructing time 

profiles as follows: 

𝐱𝑛𝑖
= 𝐭𝑛𝑖

+ 𝐞𝑛𝒊
 

                         = 𝑓𝑛𝑖

𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒𝐛𝑘𝑐

𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒′ + 𝐞𝑛𝑖
 

where 𝐭𝑛𝑖
 denotes the true time profile, 𝑓𝑛𝑖

𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 denotes the true amplitude coefficient of time 

profile ni and 𝐛𝑘𝑐

𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 denotes the true reference profile of the profile cluster to which time 

profile ni is allocated. The amplitude coefficients 𝑓𝑛𝑖

𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 were randomly sampled from the 

normal distribution N(50,100). The reference profiles 𝐛𝑘𝑐

𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 were generated as a weighted 

combination of three functions, with the weights being randomly drawn from the same 

uniform distribution and next rescaled so that they sum to 100. The functions were either a 

beta3, a lognormal, or a normal probability density function, where each of these three types 

has an equal probability of being chosen. The parameters of the beta functions were 

uniformly sampled between 1 and 10.5, the mean of the lognormals between ln(0) and ln(J), 

and the parameters of the normals as well as the standard deviation of the lognormals 

between 0 and J. Next, the congruence between all pairs of resulting reference profiles was 

computed and it was checked whether all congruence values lie within the specified bounds, 

i.e., between 0 and .70 in the low congruence conditions and between .70 and .90 for the 

high congruence conditions4; if not, new reference profiles were generated. Subsequently, 

the residuals 𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑗 were generated such that the resulting data profiles 𝐱𝑛𝑖
 are non-negative, 

as this will always be the case for the emotional intensity profiles that we focus on in this 

                                                      
3 As the beta distribution is only defined on the interval [0 1], we evaluate the probability density 
function in J points equally distributed between 0 and 1. These J points form the time points of the 
reference profile. 
4 On average, the mean congruence amounts to.38 for low congruence data sets and.81 for high 
congruence data sets. 
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paper. To this end, each residual 𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑗 was sampled from a truncated normal distribution: 

𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑗~𝑁 (𝜇, 𝜎𝑛𝑖𝑗
2 )|e𝑛𝑖𝑗 ≥  −𝑡𝑛𝑖𝑗, where µ equals 0 and 𝜎𝑛𝑖𝑗

2  is chosen such that 

∑ ∑ ∑ 𝐸(𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑗
2)𝐽

𝑗=1
𝑁𝑖
𝑛𝑖=1 =  ‖𝐓‖2 𝑒

1−𝑒
,𝐼

𝑖=1  with T the true data matrix, consisting of all true 

time profiles. Furthermore, the partition scores 𝑝𝑖𝑐
𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑠 and 𝑝𝑛𝑖𝑘𝑐

𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑓
 are generated by randomly 

assigning the correct (i.e., according to the design) numbers of persons and profiles to the 

clusters.  

In total, 2 (number of person clusters) x 2 (number of profile clusters per person cluster) 

x 3 (differences in person cluster size) x 3 (differences in profile cluster size) x 2 (congruence 

between reference profiles) x 2 (amount of error) x 5 (replicates) = 720 simulated data sets 

were generated. Each data set was analyzed with KSC-N, using the correct number of 

clusters C and profile types per cluster Kc. 100 random initializations of the partition scores 

𝑝𝑖𝑐
𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑠 and   𝑝𝑛𝑖𝑘𝑐

𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑓
  were used, from which the most promising ten were selected (see Section 

3). Finally, each data set was also analyzed with KSC, using 𝐾 = ∑ 𝐾𝑐
𝐶
𝑐=1  clusters and 100 

random initializations of the profile partition scores 𝑝𝑛𝑘. 

4.3  Results 

4.3.1 Sensitivity to local minima 

To examine how sensitive the KSC-N algorithm is to local minima, we should compare the 

loss function value of each retained solution to that of the corresponding global minimum. If 

the latter value is lower than the former, the algorithm ended in a local minimum for sure. 

However, the global minima are unknown because the simulated data are perturbed with 

error (see e.g., De Roover et al., 2012). Therefore, we used the solution that is obtained 

when we seed the algorithm with the correct 𝑝𝑖𝑐
𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑠

 and 𝑝𝑛𝑖𝑘𝑐

𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑓
  values as surrogate for the 

optimal solution.  

We conclude that the algorithm returned a local minimum for sure for 65 out of the 720 

data sets (9%).  Out of these 65 datasets, 52 (80%) had 2 profile clusters for half of the 

person clusters and 3 profile clusters for the remaining half, 48 (74%) had four person 

clusters, and 46 (71%) had an error amount of 0.30. Additionally, we examined attraction 

rates, by computing how many of the ten most promising random starts led to a solution of 

which the loss function differs less than 10-6 from that of the obtained solution. On average, 

this was the case for 4.8 of the starts. Moreover, we performed an analysis of variance with 
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the attraction rate as dependent variable and the manipulated data characteristics as 

independent ones. Only considering the effects for which the partial eta-squared values 𝜂𝑝
2 

exceed 20%, we found sizeable main effects of the number of person clusters (𝜂𝑝
2 = .39), 

the number of profile clusters per person cluster (𝜂𝑝
2 = .43), the degree of congruence 

between reference profiles (𝜂𝑝
2 = .24), and the amount of error on the data (𝜂𝑝

2 = .47). 

These effects imply that less random runs end in the obtained solution, when the underlying 

data is more complex, the reference profiles are more congruent and the data contain more 

error (see Figure 5).  

 

Figure 5. Boxplots of the attraction rates as a function of the number of person clusters, the 

number of profile clusters per person cluster, the congruence between reference profiles, 

and the amount of error on the data in the simulation study.  

4.3.2 Goodness of recovery  

The goodness of recovery of the obtained solutions will be evaluated with respect to (a) 

the person clustering, (b) the profile clustering, and (c) the reference profiles. 

(a) Recovery of the person clustering  

To study the goodness of recovery of the person clustering, we compute the Adjusted 

Rand Index (ARI; Hubert & Arabie, 1985) between the true and estimated person partition. 

This person ARI value equals zero when both partitions do not resemble each other more 

than expected by chance and amounts to one when they are identical.  
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Figure 6. Histogram of the proportion correctly clustered persons for data sets of the 

simulation study with an ARI value lower than 1. 

The overall mean person ARI equals .98. Furthermore, for 674 out of the 720 data sets 

(94%) a person ARI value of one is found. This means that the algorithm recovers the person 

clustering very well. Out of the 46 data sets for which the person ARI was lower than 1, all 

data sets had an amount of error of .30 and 41 (89%) had highly congruent reference 

profiles. To examine the person clustering in these 46 data sets more in detail, we also 

computed the proportion of persons that were correctly clustered, after permuting the 

estimated person and profile clusters so that their reference profiles are maximally 

congruent with the true reference profiles (see below). Figure 6 shows the distribution of 

the resulting proportions, which is very negatively skewed. 

(b) Recovery of the profile clustering 

Since the profiles of a person cannot be allocated to the correct profile cluster if the 

person itself was clustered wrongly, we only take the profiles of the correctly clustered 

persons into account when computing a profile ARI between the true and estimated profile 

clustering. Thus, for the 674 data sets with a person ARI value of one all 600 time profiles are 

considered. For the remaining 46 data sets, only the clustering of the time profiles of the 

correctly assigned persons is inspected. 
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Figure 7. Boxplots of the profile ARI as a function of the congruence between reference 

profiles and the amount of error on the data in the simulation study. 

We found an overall mean profile ARI of .90. To investigate the extent to which the 

manipulated data characteristics influence the profile ARI, we performed an ANOVA with the 

profile ARI as dependent variable. We found sizeable main effects of the degree of 

congruence between reference profiles (𝜂𝑝
2 = .51) and the amount of error on the data 

(𝜂𝑝
2 = .61), and an interaction effect of both these data characteristics (𝜂𝑝

2 = .45). These 

effects imply that the profile clustering is recovered worse when the data contain more error 

or more congruent reference profiles, and that the congruence effect is stronger in case the 

error level is higher (see Figure 7).  

To evaluate the quality of the profile clustering that results from the KSC analysis of the 

data sets, we again computed ARI values, once taking all 600 time profiles into account and 

once considering only the time profiles of the persons that were correctly clustered in the 

KSC-N analysis. In the former case, the overall mean KSC profile ARI equals .76; in the latter 

.77. Thus, as hypothesized, the KSC-N analyses succeed better in recovering the true profile 

partitioning, due to the restriction that the time profiles of specific persons can only be 

assigned to the profile types of the person cluster to which a person belongs.  To examine 

whether this performance difference between KSC-N and KSC depends on the manipulated 

data characteristics, we conducted an ANOVA with the difference between the KSC and KSC-

N ARI (for the time profiles of the correctly clustered persons) as the dependent variable. 

Sizeable main effects of the degree of congruence between reference profiles (𝜂𝑝
2 = .47), 
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and the amount of error (𝜂𝑝
2 = .57) were revealed and, additionally, an interaction effect of 

both characteristics (𝜂𝑝
2 = .23), which imply that KSC-N especially outperforms KSC when 

the data  contain highly congruent reference profiles and a large amount of error (see Figure 

8).                    

 

Figure 8. Boxplots of the difference in profile ARI as a function of the congruence between 

reference profiles and the amount of error on the data in the simulation study. 

(c) Recovery of the reference profiles  

To investigate how well the true reference profiles are recovered, we computed the 

Tucker congruence coefficient ϕ between each estimated reference profile 𝐛𝑘𝑐

M  and the 

corresponding true reference profile 𝐛𝑘𝑐

T  and averaged the resulting values across all profile 

clusters, yielding a goodnesss of reference profile (GORP) statistic: 

GORP =
∑ ∑ 𝜑 (𝐛𝑘𝑐

M ,𝐛𝑘𝑐
T ) 

𝐾𝑐
𝑘𝑐=1

𝐶
𝑐=1

∑ 𝐾𝑐
𝐶
𝑐=1

.  To take the permutational freedom of the person and profile 

clustering into account, we evaluated all possible permutations and retained the one that 

maximizes this GORP value. Note that the GORP statistic takes values between zero (no 

recovery at all) and one (perfect recovery). 
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Figure 9. Boxplots of the Goodness of reference profile (GORP) as a function of the amount 

of error on the data sets of the simulation study.  

The overall mean GORP value is .96, which indicates that the estimated and true 

reference profiles are very similar. We conducted an ANOVA with the GORP value as 

dependent variable and found a sizeable main effect of the amount of error on the data 

(𝜂𝑝
2 = .23). Specifically, Figure 9 shows that the GORP value is lower when the data is 

perturbed with a higher amount of error.  

Finally, we also calculated the GORP values for the KSC analyses and found an overall 

mean GORP of .84, which is substantially lower than the overall mean for the KSC-N 

analyses. An ANOVA with the difference between the KSC-N and KSC GORP as dependent 

variable, revealed no sizeable main or interaction effects. 

4.4 Discussion 

For the simulated data under study, using 100 random initializations of 𝑝𝑖𝑐
𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑠 and 𝑝𝑛𝑖𝑘𝑐

𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑓
  

seems sufficient to avoid ending in a local minimum for 91% of the data sets, given that the 

correct number of person clusters and profile clusters is used. Local minima typically 

occurred in the more difficult conditions of our design, for which attraction rates are also 

lower, in that less random starts yield the same solution. Therefore, when analysing 

empirical data for which the optimal number of person and profile clusters is often unknown 

(see Section 3.3), one may adopt the following strategy: In the model selection phase, using 

100 starts from which the ten best ones are retained seems sufficient, in that the obtained 

solution may not be the best possible one, but  the loss function values, clustering and 
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reference profiles will closely resemble those of the best possible solution, as is also the case 

in the simulation study. Afterwards, once the optimal number of person and profile clusters 

has been determined, it may be wise to repeat the estimation of this solution using as many 

random starts as is computationally feasible to reduce the probability of obtaining a local 

minimum. Regarding recovery, performance deteriorates for data sets with a high amount of 

error or with highly congruent profiles. These findings are in line with our expectations. 

Regarding the relative performance of KSC-N and KSC in recovering the profile clusters and 

reference profiles, we conclude that KSC-N outperforms KSC, as expected, especially in data 

sets with a high amount of error and/or a high degree of congruence between reference 

profiles.   

5. Application 

A major challenge for emotion researchers is to systematically describe and explain 

shape and amplitude variability in emotional intensity profiles (Frijda, 2007). Heylen et al. (in 

press) demonstrated that KSC clustering is a useful method to identify the prototypical 

shapes of emotional intensity profiles. In particular, whereas some profiles resemble an 

early-blooming profile (i.e., emotions which reach their peak immediately following stimulus 

exposure), other profiles take a late-blooming shape (i.e., emotions that only reach their 

peak after a period of intensity accumulation). Moreover, whereas early-blooming profiles 

were associated with the use of adaptive regulation strategies, such as reappraisal, late-

blooming profiles were related to maladaptive strategies, such as rumination. However, no 

insight was gained into possible individual differences in emotional profile repertoire.  

Therefore, with this application, we aim to examine whether persons can be divided in a 

number of clusters, which are each associated with a distinct repertoire of emotional 

intensity profile shapes. A first possible difference between the repertoires pertains to the 

number of shapes. Whereas members of one person cluster may have multiple kinds of 

intensity profiles in their emotional repertoire, other clusters may be characterized by a rigid 

way of emotional responding. A second possible difference pertains to the nature of the 

shapes. Heylen et al. (in press) found that early- and late blooming episodes are the two 

most prototypical intensity profile shapes but it may be that new prototypical profiles will 

show up that are uniquely related to a particular person cluster.   
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In addition to charting such individual differences in the repertoire of emotional intensity 

profile shapes, we will examine whether these differences can be linked to measures of 

depression. Many psychopathologies have been related to disturbed emotion dynamics; we 

focus on depression as it is highly prevalent and puts the strongest burden on society (World 

Health Organization, 2008). On the one hand, the depression literature is equivocal on 

elevated or reduced negative emotional reactivity in depressed persons (Thompson, Mata, 

Jaeggi, Buschkuehl, Jonides, & Gotlib, 2012), implying that it is unclear whether their 

emotion intensity profiles have an explosive start or not. On the other hand, researchers 

largely agree that negative emotions last longer for depressed people, as they show 

sustained processing of negative information (Siegle, Granholm, Ingram, & Matt, 2001), 

delayed amygdala recovery following exposure to negative stimuli (Siegle, Steinhauer, Thase, 

Stenger, & Carter, 2002), and resistance to change when experiencing negative affect 

(Kuppens, Allen, & Sheeber, 2010). Therefore, if the person clusters would differ in 

depression scores, we expect the cluster with elevated levels of depressive symptoms to 

have at least one reference profile that reflects sustained activity of negative emotion in that 

it lingers longer at peak intensity. 

To study individual differences in emotional intensity profiles and their relation to 

depression, we collected data from a community sample of 69 persons who participated 

voluntarily.  The sample consisted of 16 men and 53 women, with a mean age of 30.3 years 

(SD = 11.0). Participants reported on their daily experience of four different emotions- joy, 

gratitude, anger, sadness- during 14 consecutive days. In this application we focus solely on 

negative emotions as these are more typically studied in the context of depression. Each 

evening, before going to bed, participants filled out an online questionnaire on the 

emotional episodes they experienced earlier that day, limited to three episodes per emotion 

type. Participants were asked to estimate the duration of these episodes by specifying the 

number of hours, minutes and/or seconds the emotion had lasted. Subsequently, they were 

asked to draw as precisely as possible the intensity course of the emotional episode over 

time5.  Similar to Heylen et al. (in press) and Verduyn et al. (2009, 2012) the intensity profiles 

were stored with a resolution of 448 pixels on the time-axis and 350 pixels on the intensity-

axis, implying that the relative timing of the profiles was studied. During preprocessing, the 

                                                      
5Participants also answered a number of appraisal and regulation questions regarding the emotional 
episode, but as we focus on individual differences these are not relevant for this study.   
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number of time points was reduced to 28, by averaging blocks of 16 consecutive time points. 

These 28 time points were always preceded and followed by a time point with intensity 

value zero, which indicate the start and end of the episode. Additionally, on the first day of 

data collection, participants completed two depression questionnaires, namely the CES-D 

(Radloff, 1977) and DASS-21 (Lovibond & Lovibond, 1995)6.  

Sixty-two participants (i.e., 90% of the participants) experienced one or more negative 

emotional episodes during the study period. We only included participants who reported at 

least five negative emotional episodes, as assigning persons to a cluster based upon less 

profiles would yield very unreliable results. This requirement was met for 43 participants 

(69%) who contributed a total of 413 intensity profiles. The data therefore comprised 413 

time profiles nested in 43 persons, with the number of profiles per person ranging from 5 to 

22, and with a mean of 10 profiles per person.  

To find an optimal KSC-N model for this data set, we used the model selection procedure 

described in Section 3.3. Specifically, we first analyzed the data with the KSC-N algorithm 

with C varying from one to five and Kc =K from one to four. For each C and K value, we used 

100 random initializations of both the person and profile partition and retained the ten most 

promising ones. Figure 10a shows the loss function values of the obtained solutions. 

Regarding the optimal number of clusters C, we conclude that the largest gains in loss 

function value result from going from one to two and, less clearly, from two to three person 

clusters. Adding a fourth or fifth person cluster has a much smaller effect. Therefore, we 

decided to use two person clusters. Moreover, as all scree lines display a clear elbow at two 

profile clusters, we retained the solution with two person clusters and two profile clusters 

for each person cluster as starting point for the next model selection step.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
6Participants filled out additional trait questionnaires measuring fear and stress (DASS-21), self-
esteem (JVGG), neuroticism and extraversion (NEO-FFI), life satisfaction (SWLS) and positive and 

negative affect (PANAS). Our focus, however, lies with depression.  
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                                          (a)                                                                      (b) 

  

Figure 10. (a) Loss function values L𝐾𝑆𝐶−𝑁  for KSC-N  solutions for the emotional intensity 

data with C varying from one to five and Kc =K varying from one to four. (b) Loss function 

values L𝐾𝑆𝐶,𝑐  for KSC-N  solutions for the emotional intensity data with two person clusters 

and with the number of profile clusters varying from one to four.  

In this next step, we ran additional KSC-N analyses, again with 100 random initializations 

of the profile partition but keeping the person clustering obtained in the previous step fixed. 

In these analyses, the number of profile clusters was allowed to vary across the person 

clusters. Figure 10b plots the resulting loss function values L𝐾𝑆𝐶,𝑐(4) against the number of 

profile clusters, for both person clusters. Based on this figure, retaining the model with two 

profile clusters per person cluster seems appropriate Thus, we reran the corresponding KSC-

N analysis, using 5000 random starts in Step 1 and 500 in Step 2.a of the algorithm.   

The two reference profiles of both person clusters are displayed in Figure 11. Out of the 

43 persons, 22 are assigned to the first person cluster and 21 to the second person cluster. 

As the persons in the second cluster have significantly higher depression scores than those in 

the first (F(1,41)=6.67, p=0.014 for CES-D and F(1,41)=9.56, p=0.004 for DASS-21), we will call 

the first person cluster the low-depression cluster and the second one the high-depression 

cluster. From Figure 11 we conclude that both person clusters contain a profile with a steep 

onset followed by a gradual return to baseline (i.e., early-blooming profile). Moreover, both 

person clusters also contain a profile that reaches peak intensity later during the emotional 

episode (i.e., late-blooming profile). The two person clusters differ in that (1) the onset of 

both profiles is steeper in the high-depression cluster and (2) the peak of the late-blooming 

intensity profile lasts a very short time for the low-depression cluster, whereas this peak is 

sustained quite long in the high-depression person cluster. 
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Figure 11. Obtained reference profiles of the KSC-N model with two person clusters, each 

associated with two profile clusters for the emotional intensity data set.   

From our analyses, we conclude that the obtained subgroups of participants do not differ 

with respect to the complexity of their emotional repertoire, as both subgroups are 

characterized by two possible shapes. Regarding the nature of the reference profiles, our 

results are in line with the literature on depression in that we find evidence for sustained 

activity of negative emotions in relatively more depressed people. Apart from that, with 

respect to emotional reactivity, clear differences were obtained, with more depressed 

people having a more steep onset of both the early-blooming and the late-blooming profiles. 

To compare the KSC-N results with those that are obtained with KSC, we also applied KSC 

to the dataset. We used 100 random initializations of the profile clustering, from which the 

most promising ten were selected. Based upon the scree plot in Figure 12a, we retained a 

solution with three clusters. The three reference profiles are displayed in Figure 12b, and 

reveal an early-blooming profile, a late-blooming profile with short peak intensity and a late-

blooming profile with long peak-intensity. Thus, KSC succeeds in uncovering the major 

differences in profile shapes, but, as predicted in Section 2.3, more subtle differences, such 

as the difference in onset steepness between the two early-blooming profiles of the KSC-N 

solution, remain hidden. In addition, unlike KSC, KSC-N includes distinct person-specific 

parameters (i.e., the person clustering) that may represent individual differences in an 

insightful way.          
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                                    (a)                                                                      (b) 

  

Figure 12. (a) Loss function values L𝐾𝑆𝐶  for KSC solutions of the emotional intensity data with 

K varying from one to ten. (b) Reference profiles of the KSC solution with three clusters.  

6. Discussion 

We introduced the KSC-N method for clustering hierarchical time profile data. This 

method allows to easily capture individual differences in the number and nature of the 

profile shapes that occur across different episodes. In this paper, we focused on individual 

differences in emotional intensity profiles and found that the revealed differences were 

meaningfully related to depression, which illustrates that our method can be useful for 

studying emotion dynamics.  

Of course, emotion research is only one of the possible fields of application of KSC-N. As 

another field, one can think of individual differences in the development trajectories of a 

variety of language-related skills. To study such differences from the perspective of specific 

language impairment (SLI) and dyslexia (see, e.g., Catts, Adlof, Hogan & Weismer, 2005), one 

could administer multiple tests for measuring oral language and narrative skills at several 

points in time throughout kindergarten and primary school, to SLI children with and without 

a literacy delay and to typically developing children, and subsequently apply KSC-N to the 

resulting time profiles. Based on the results of, for instance, Vandewalle, Boets, Boons, 

Ghesquière and Zink (2012), we expect that the analysis would reveal a first subgroup 

consisting of typically developing children for whom all tests show a steadily increasing 

development trajectory. A second subgroup might mainly consist of SLI children without a 

literacy deficit; these children can be expected to resemble the first subgroup on most tests, 

but to show a different profile shape for text listening comprehension tests (with which they 
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will struggle initially, whereas they will learn to handle them quite well later on). Finally, one 

may obtain a third subgroup comprising most SLI children with a literacy deficit, who can be 

expected to display a single developmental trajectory shape, in that they will only slightly 

improve on all tests.  

We see various directions for future research. First, KSC-N models the time profiles of 

each person cluster independently when extracting the profile types that describe the 

corresponding persons best. Although this allows to maximally trace possible differences 

across the person clusters, a drawback of this modeling choice is that it may hamper to 

detect whether or not some of the profile types occur for all persons and can therefore be 

considered common to all person clusters, whereas other profile types are distinctive in that 

they are only found in particular person clusters. To explicitly capture that some reference 

profiles are common and others distinctive, one could build on the work of De Roover, 

Timmerman, Mesquita and Ceulemans (2013) and develop a KSC-N variant in which some of 

the profile types are shared by all person clusters.   

Second, our analysis focuses on capturing shape differences in the time profiles. 

However, it can sometimes happen that some of the time profiles are shifted versions of one 

another (e.g., two profiles could be almost identical in shape, but one of them could set off 

one or more time points later than the other). In the context of emotion research, such 

shifts are meaningful and should be captured as shape differences. Yet, in other fields 

researchers may not care about possible time shifts, implying that they have to be removed 

from the data. One possible way to do so, would be to continuously align the time profiles 

and reference profiles throughout the KSC-N algorithm. Such a shifting option was 

implemented by Yang and Leskovec (2011) for the KSC approach.  

Third, when using KSC-N, the reference profiles of the profile clusters are obtained by 

conducting an eigenvalue decomposition on the time profiles within each cluster and 

retaining the first eigenvector. As this first eigenvector is closest in least squares sense to all 

profiles that belong to the cluster under study, the obtained reference profile may be fairly 

strongly distorted by profiles with an outlying shape. Therefore, in future research, it may 

make sense to look for alternative estimation strategies that are less sensitive to possible 

outliers in the data. A promising approach in this regard might be to determine the 

reference profiles and amplitude coefficients in a robust way, by replacing the eigenvalue 

decompositions by robust PCA’s (Hubert, Rousseeuw & Vanden Branden, 2005). 
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Finally, it would be worthwhile to develop a stochastic variant of KSC-N (and KSC for that 

matter), using a mixture approach. In comparison to the deterministic clustering framework 

that underlies KSC-N, mixture modeling would entail a number of advantages such as 

estimates of classification uncertainty and confidence intervals for the reference profiles. 

Furthermore, in such a stochastic variant one may opt to treat the amplitude scores as 

random effects. This implies that the amplitude scores no longer have to be estimated for 

each profile separately, which may be help to avoid inconsistent estimates of the reference 

profiles (see Haberman, 1977, for a discussion of this topic in the context of item response 

modeling).  
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Abstract 

In many scientific areas, researchers collect multivariate time profile data on the 

evolution of a set of variables across time for multiple persons. For instance, clinical studies 

often focus on the effects of an intervention on different symptoms for multiple persons, by 

repeatedly measuring symptom severity for each symptom and each person. To pursue an 

insightful overview on how these time profiles vary as a function of both symptoms and 

persons, we propose two-mode K-Spectral Centroid (2M-KSC) analysis, which is a 

multivariate extension of K-Spectral Centroid analysis. Specifically,  2M-KSC assigns the 

persons to a few person clusters and the symptoms to a few symptom clusters and imposes 

that the time profiles that correspond to a specific combination of a person cluster and a 

symptom cluster have the same shape, but may vary in amplitude scaling. An algorithm for 

fitting 2M-KSC is proposed and evaluated in a simulation study. Finally, the new method is 

applied to time profiles regarding the severity of depression symptoms during a citalopram 

treatment.  

1. Introduction 

In many research areas interest in understanding how multiple variables change over 

time increases. Good examples, on which we focus in this paper, are intervention studies, 

targeting specific medical or psychological problems (e.g., Andersen et al., 2004; Kajander, 

Hatakka, Poussa, Färkkilä, Korpela, 2005). In such studies, one often measures the evolution 

of multiple symptoms for multiple persons at consecutive time points, where a score of zero 

reflects the absence of a symptom. For instance, the NIH-supported STAR*D study (Fava et 

al., 2003; Rush et al., 2004), which we will revisit in this paper, mapped the severity of 

fourteen depressive symptoms for patients with major depressive disorder (MDD), receiving 

a citalopram treatment, across several weeks. 

The evaluation of such time profiles allows the researcher to address several important 

questions, including: How fast does the effect of the intervention kick in for different 

symptoms? Do relapses occur for some symptoms? When is the symptom’s full effect of the 

treatment reached? Are these effects across time the same for the different symptoms or 

can a few symptom groups be discerned each reacting differently? Similarly, what about 

individual differences: Is there evidence that the shape of the time profiles depends on the 
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persons involved, and, if so, which types of persons react similarly? Obviously, these 

questions are important, since they allow predicting how a specific individual with a 

particular symptom profile would react to the intervention under study. 

To further clarify these research questions and the associated modeling challenges, it is 

instructive to briefly review the different modelling approaches for analysing time profiles. 

To this end, it is useful to distinguish between three modelling levels (for similar distinctions, 

see Liao, 2005 and Smilde et al., 2010): the phenotype level, the constituent level, and 

the generating level. Approaches at the phenotype level model addresses which time profiles 

have the same manifest appearance, for instance, by clustering them into a few types. 

Approaches at this level differ in which profile characteristics are taken into account or 

sidelined when deciding whether profiles have the same shape or not.  Specifically, one may 

take timing differences (i.e., phase variability, see Claeskens, Silverman, & Slaets, 2010; 

Ramsay & Silverman, 2006) between the time profiles into account, by deciding that profiles 

that are time shifted (complete profile is shifted by a few time points) or warped 

(compressing some parts of the profile while stretching out others) versions of another differ 

in shape. If such differences are sidelined, however, they are removed before conducting the 

shape comparison. This implies that within each type, room is left for heterogeneity with 

respect to differences in these profile characteristics. The same holds for intensity 

differences (i.e., amplitude variability) between the time profiles, such as amplitude shifting 

(complete profile is shifted in intensity by adding a scalar) or amplitude scaling (complete 

profile is deflated or inflated by multiplying it with a scalar).  

At the constituent level approaches focus on the underlying constituents or components 

of the time profiles. For example, growth curve and trajectory models (e.g., Jones & Nagin, 

2007; Palardy & Vermunt, 2010; Wang & Bodner, 2007) can be situated at this level, as they 

model time profiles as a weighted sum of linear, quadratic, etc. basis functions and  thus 

summarize the profiles in terms of intercepts and slopes. Another example of a constituent 

level method is the method of Heard, Holmes, Stephens, Hand, and Dimopoulos (2005), as it 

models time profiles as weighted combinations of prespecified nonlinear basis functions and 

clusters profiles based on these weights. 

At the generating level, one is interested in the mechanism that generates the time 

profiles and aims to discover the underlying laws. For instance, approaches using differential 

equations, that relate observed scores on a variable (e.g., symptom severity) to its rate of 
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change (e.g. Ellner, Kendall, Wood, McCauley, & Briggs, 1997), or Markov approaches, where 

the present state of a variable (e.g., symptom severity) is dependent on the immediately 

preceding state only (e.g. Yoshida, Imoto, & Higuchi, 2005), fall within this level. 

If we return to our research questions - does the shape of the time profiles vary as a 

function of the persons and symptoms under study, and can person types and symptom 

groups be induced that have similar time profiles -, it is clear that the resulting modeling 

challenges pertain to the manifest appearance of the profiles and thus are located at the 

phenotype level. Moreover, in the case of symptom profiles, timing differences should be 

taken into account when categorizing the profiles as similar or not, since they can be 

meaningfully interpreted as delayed or accelerated reactivity to the intervention. In addition, 

amplitude shifts are significant, because profiles that reach zero indicate that the symptom 

is absent or disappears over time, whereas a profile that lies one or more scores higher 

reflects that the symptom remains present. Differences in amplitude scaling can be 

sidelined, however, because they might be due to differences in the overall severity of the 

symptoms or their wording (e.g., suicidal thoughts vs. waking up too early) or to inter-

individual differences in response style; note that such scaling differences do not affect zero 

scores.  

Among the existing approaches at the phenotype level, the method that most closely 

meets our modeling needs is K-Spectral Centroid (KSC) analysis (Yang & Leskovec, 2011; for 

an application in emotion psychology, see Heylen, Verduyn, Van Mechelen, & Ceulemans, 

2015). KSC clusters time profiles based on their shape, while allowing for amplitude scaling 

differences among the profiles that belong to the same cluster. However, KSC is a univariate 

method, in that it models differences in the time profiles of one symptom, or one variable in 

general. Therefore, the aim of this paper is to develop a multivariate extension of KSC, called 

two-mode KSC (2M-KSC), that allows modeling how time profiles vary as a function of both 

the persons and the symptoms under study. Specifically,  2M-KSC assigns the persons to a 

few persons clusters and the symptoms to a few symptom clusters and imposes that the 

time profiles that correspond to a specific combination of a person cluster and a symptom 

cluster have the same shape, but may vary in amplitude scaling. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In the next section, the new 2M-KSC 

model is introduced. In Section 3, we discuss the 2M-KSC loss function and an algorithm for 

estimating the model parameters. Next, a model selection procedure is proposed. Section 4 
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reports a simulation study to evaluate the performance of this algorithm. In Section 5 we 

apply 2M-KSC to data from the STAR*D study. Finally, in Section 6, we demonstrate the 

usefulness of 2M-KSC in other domains of application and compare our method with 

existing, related phenotype methods. 

2.  Model 

As stated above, 2M-KSC is a model for multivariate time profiles. More specifically, 2M-

KSC assumes that J symptoms are measured at T time points for I persons. The T time points 

are comparable across the persons and the symptoms, implying that the data can be 

meaningfully arranged in a three-way three-mode data array X. Throughout this subsection 

we will make use of the hypothetical data set in Figure 1, which consists of time profiles of 

the day-to-day severity of 4 depression symptoms collected for five MDD persons, across 10 

treatment days. This data set can be perfectly reconstructed by a 2M-KSC model. 

 

Figure 1. Hypothetical time profiles of four depression symptoms for five MDD persons 

across ten treatment days. 

2M-KSC simultaneously clusters the I persons into K person clusters and the J symptoms 

into C symptom clusters. This clustering is exclusively based on the shape of the time profiles 

under study, discarding any amplitude scaling differences. All the time profiles that 

correspond to a specific combination of a person cluster and a symptom cluster are modeled 
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with one particular reference profile, which reflects their typical evolution over time. 

Furthermore, each observed time profile receives an amplitude score, indicating its overall 

intensity relative to its corresponding reference profile. Specifically, this amplitude score 

indicates how much the reference profile has to be inflated or deflated to obtain the 

observed profile.  

More formally, each observed time profile 𝐱𝑖𝑗 is modeled as 

 
𝐱𝑖𝑗 = ∑ ∑ 𝑝𝑖𝑘

𝐶

𝑐=1

𝑝𝑗𝑐𝑓𝑖𝑗𝐛𝑘𝑐
′ + 𝐞𝑖𝑗

𝐾

𝑘=1

 (1) 

with 𝑝𝑖𝑘 a binary partition class membership score indicating to which of the K person 

clusters the ith person belongs (where each person belongs to a single cluster only), 𝑝𝑗𝑐  a 

binary partition class membership score indicating to which of the C symptom clusters the 

jth symptom belongs (again, each symptom belongs to a single cluster only),  𝑓𝑖𝑗 the 

amplitude score of the time profile of symptom j and person i, 𝐛𝑘𝑐 the reference profile of 

the bicluster resulting from the combination of person cluster k and symptom cluster c, and 

𝐞𝑖𝑗 the residual scores. To identify the obtained solution, the reference profiles 𝐛𝑘𝑐 are 

scaled to a norm of one. Like Heylen, Van Mechelen, Verduyn, and Ceulemans (in press), we 

discard the profile alignment feature of the KSC model of Yang and Leskovec (2011) as time 

shifts between symptom severity profiles are meaningful shape differences. 

For instance, Table 1 and Figure 2 depict a 2M-KSC model of the hypothetical data set in 

Figure 1. From Table 1, we can distinguish two person clusters, the first consisting of the first 

three persons and the second of persons 4 and 5. Moreover, the model contains two 

symptom clusters, the first containing symptoms that relate to sleep problems (problems 

falling asleep, waking up during the night) and the second symptoms that relate to cognitive 

difficulties (lack of concentration, difficulties with decision making). As can be seen from 

Figure 2, which displays the time profiles that are assigned to each bicluster as well as the 

corresponding reference profile with a mean amplitude score, the two person clusters differ 

strongly with respect to the evolution of their sleep symptoms (symptoms improve for 

person cluster 1 after the fourth treatment day, but worsen for person cluster 2), whereas 

for cognitive symptoms differences are small (steady improvement). However, the severity 

of the symptoms largely differs within each bicluster, as is also revealed by the amplitude 

scores in Table 1. 
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Table 1: Partition scores 𝑝𝑖𝑘 and 𝑝𝑛𝑐, and amplitude scores 𝑓𝑖𝑛  of the 2M-KSC model with 

two person and two symptom clusters, for the hypothetical dataset in Figure 1.  
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0 1 Person 3 2 6 6 3 

Person 4 0 1 Difficulties 
decision making 

0 1 Person 4 10 7 3 6 

Person 5 0 1    Person 5 3 6 8 5 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Reference profiles of the 2M-KSC model with two person and two symptom 

clusters, for the hypothetical data in Figure 1. 
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3.  Data analysis 

3.1.  Loss function  

For a given number of person clusters K and symptom clusters C, the aim of a 2M-KSC 

analysis is to find the person and symptom partitions, amplitude coefficients 𝑓𝑖𝑗 and 

reference profiles 𝐛𝑘𝑐 that minimize the following least squares loss function: 

 

𝐿 = ∑ ∑ (𝐱𝑖𝑗 −  ∑ ∑ 𝑝𝑖𝑘𝑝𝑗𝑐

𝐶

𝑐=1

𝑓𝑖𝑗𝐛𝑘𝑐
′

𝐾

𝑘=1

)

𝐽

𝑗=1

𝐼

𝑖=1

2

 (2) 

3.2  Algorithm 

To minimize loss function (2), we propose to use an alternating least squares (ALS) 

algorithm, which consists of the following steps: 

1. Initialize the person and symptom partitions: Randomly assign the I persons to the K 

person clusters, and the J symptoms to the C symptom clusters. Each person cluster 

and each symptom cluster has an equal probability of being assigned to. No empty 

clusters are allowed.  

2. For each combination of a person and symptom cluster, estimate the reference 

profile bkc: For each combination of a person cluster k and a symptom cluster c (i.e., 

biclusterkc) collect the 𝐼𝑘𝑐 profiles assigned to this bicluster in a profile by time point 

matrix 𝐗𝑘𝑐. Conduct an eigenvalue decomposition on 𝐗𝑘𝑐’𝐗𝑘𝑐 − (𝐼𝑘𝑐ID(𝑇)), where 

ID indicates an identity matrix. The eigenvector that corresponds to the largest 

eigenvalue is used as the estimate of the reference profile.  

3. Update the partition of the persons: For each person i and each person cluster k, 

compute the optimal amplitude coefficients 𝑓𝑖𝑗
(𝑘𝑐)

= 𝐱𝑖𝑗𝐛𝑘𝑐  for all J time profiles of 

person i, using the current estimate of the symptom partition. Next, calculate the 

person clustering criterion L𝑖𝑘 = ∑ ‖𝐱𝑖𝑗 − ∑ 𝑝𝑗𝑐 𝑓𝑖𝑗
(𝑘𝑐)

𝐛𝑘𝑐
′𝐶

𝑐=1 ‖𝐽
𝑗=1

2

, which quantifies 

the extent to which person i fits within person cluster k, given the current parameter 

estimates. Assign the persons to the person cluster for which this criterion is minimal. 

Check whether each of the person clusters contains at least one person. If this is not 

the case, move the person that fits its current cluster the least to the empty cluster1. 

                                                      
1 Before moving this subject, we check whether this subject is the only subject in its current subject 
cluster. If this is the case we move on to the subject that fits its current cluster the second least, and 
so on. 
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4. Update the reference profiles bkc, by executing Step 2.  

5. Update the partition of the symptoms: Exchanging the roles of the persons and the 

symptoms, this step is completely analogous to Step 3.   

6. Update the reference profiles bkc, by executing Step 2.  

7. Repeat Steps 3 to 6 until the algorithm has converged, that is, until the decrease in 

loss function 𝐿 (2) is smaller than 10-6. 

Note that in the original KSC algorithm of Yang and Leskovec (2011), Step 2 is preceded 

by scaling each time profile to a norm of one. This scaling is done to ensure that each time 

profile has a similar impact on the shape of the reference profile. We discarded it in our 

algorithm, since it also has an important drawback: It increases the weight of symptoms that 

hardly occur.  

As generally holds for ALS algorithms (see e.g., Ceulemans, Van Mechelen, & Leenen, 

2007; Steinley, 2003), the 2M-KSC algorithm may end in a local minimum. Therefore, we 

propose to use a multistart procedure in which the algorithm is run a large number of times 

(e.g., 500 and preferably more, if computation time allows) using a different random 

initialization of both the person and symptom partition. Also, the use of a rational start for 

the patient and symptom partitions can be considered. To this end, we propose to conduct a 

three-mode partitioning (Schepers, Van Mechelen, & Ceulemans, 2006) with 500 random 

initializations of both the person and symptom partitions. Three-mode partitioning clusters 

the elements of each mode into mutually exclusive groups and summarizes the 

interrelations between these three sets of clusters in a so-called core array, of which the 

entries equals the means of the corresponding data scores. Here, we extract K clusters for 

the person mode, C clusters for the symptom mode and T clusters for the time mode; the 

latter actually implies that the time mode is clustered into a trivial partition of singleton 

classes. Thus, the core array vector that corresponds to the cth symptom cluster and kth 

person cluster yields an estimate of the reference profile of biclusterkc. Note that, before 

conducting the three-mode clustering, we scale the time profiles to a norm of one. This 

scaling discards all amplitude scaling differences implying that the method will focus on 

shape differences.  
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3.3  Model selection  

For empirical data sets, the optimal number of person clusters K and/or symptom 

clusters C is usually unknown. The resulting model selection problem can be tackled by 

estimating 2M-KSC solutions with 1 up to Kmax person clusters and 1 up to Cmax symptom 

clusters, and retaining the model with the optimal balance between fit (loss function value) 

and complexity (sum of the number of person and symptom clusters, see Schepers, 

Ceulemans, & Van Mechelen, 2008). To this end, the CHull procedure of Ceulemans and 

Kiers (2006; for software, see Wilderjans, Ceulemans, & Meers, 2013) can be used. This 

procedure generalizes the well-known scree test of Cattell (1966) and selects the solution 

after which the gain in fit due to additional person or symptom clusters levels off. However, 

using the CHull procedure only makes sense when the fit differences between models of 

varying complexity are large enough, compared to the amount of information captured by 

using a single person and symptom cluster only, in that  

𝐿(1,1)−𝐿(𝐾𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥)

𝑆𝑆𝑄𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎−𝐿(1,1)
> 10%. 

Herewith 𝐿(1,1) denotes the loss function value of the model with a single person and 

symptom cluster and 𝐿(𝐾𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥) that of the model with Kmax person clusters and Cmax 

symptom clusters.  𝑆𝑆𝑄𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 equals the sum of the squared data entries. When this criterion 

is not met model selection can be based on substantive reasoning. 

4.  Simulation study 

4.1  Design and procedure 

The aim of this simulation study is to evaluate the performance of the proposed two-

mode KSC algorithm in finding the best-fitting solution and recovering the true underlying 

model. In this study the number of persons I was fixed to 40 and the number of symptoms J 

to 16. Seven other data characteristics, that are expected to influence the performance of 

the algorithm, were manipulated in a full factorial design (Brusco & Cradit, 2001; Brusco & 

Cradit, 2005; Hands & Everitt, 1987):  

1. the number of time points T at two levels: 5 and 20; 

2. the number of person clusters K at 2 levels: 2 and 4; 

3. the number of symptom clusters C at 2 levels: 2 and 4; 

4. the size of the person clusters at 3 levels (Milligan, Soon & Sokol, 1983): equal, 

unequal with majority (60% of persons in one person cluster, the other persons 
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equally distributed over the remaining person clusters), unequal with minority (10% 

of the persons in one person cluster, the other persons  equally distributed over the 

remaining person clusters); 

5. the size of the symptom clusters at 3 levels (Milligan, Soon & Sokol, 1983): equal, 

unequal with majority, unequal with minority. This is done in the same way as 

described above; 

6. the lowest congruence between two reference profiles that are associated with a 

person (resp. symptom) cluster, conditional upon a specific symptom (resp. person) 

cluster (for two such clusters), at two levels: low (minimal ϕ lower than 0.50) and 

high (minimal ϕ between 0.70 and 0.90);  

7. the amount of error e, which is the expected proportion 
‖𝐄‖2

‖𝐗‖2
  of the sum of the 

squared residuals in the residual matrix E and the sum of the squared observations in 

the data matrix X, at 3 levels: 0.20, 0.40, and 0.60. 

We generated 20 data matrices for each cell of the design, by constructing the time 

profile of person i and symptom j as follows: 

𝐱𝑖𝑗 = 𝐭𝑖𝑗 + 𝐞𝑖𝑗 

                         = 𝑓𝑖𝑗
true𝐛𝑘𝑐

true′ + 𝐞𝑖𝑗 

where 𝐭𝑖𝑗 is the true underlying time profile, resulting from the true amplitude score 𝑓𝑖𝑗
true 

and the true reference profile 𝐛𝑘𝑐
true′, which is associated with the combination of person 

cluster k, to which person i is allocated and symptom cluster c, to which symptom j is 

assigned. The true amplitude scores 𝑓𝑖𝑗
true were randomly sampled from the normal 

distribution N(50,10) (truncated at 0). The partition scores 𝑝𝑖𝑘 and 𝑗 were generated by first 

computing the size of the different person clusters and symptom clusters (i.e., according to 

the design) and then randomly assigning the correct number of persons and symptoms to 

the clusters. The reference profiles 𝐛𝑘𝑐
true were generated as the weighted combination of 

three different probability density functions (pdf), namely beta, lognormal and normal pdfs. 

The weight of the first pdf (w1) was uniformly sampled between 0 and 100, the weight of the 

second pdf (w2) between 0 and 100-w1 and the weight of the third pdf (w3) amounted to 

100-(w1+w2). The parameters of the beta pdf were uniformly sampled between 1 and 10.5, 

the lognormal mean 𝑒𝜇 between 0 and T and the lognormal standard deviation between 0 

and T/5, and both the normal mean and standard deviation between 0 and T. Next, we ran 
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through all combinations of two different person clusters and computed, for each symptom 

cluster, the Tucker congruence between the associated reference profiles. Furthermore, we 

did the same for all combinations of two different symptom clusters, where for each variable 

cluster the congruence of the reference profiles was computed. At this point, it was checked 

whether the minimal congruence of all these combinations met the specified criterion, i.e., 

lower than .50 in the low congruence conditions and between .70 and .90 in the high 

congruence conditions; if not, we generated new reference profiles. As we focus on 

symptom severity time profiles in this paper, which are always non-negative, the residuals 

e𝑖𝑗 were sampled from a truncated normal distribution 𝑁 (𝜇, 𝜎𝑖𝑗
2 )|𝑒𝑖𝑗 ≥  −𝑡𝑖𝑗, with µ=0 and 

𝜎𝑖j
2 chosen in such a way that ∑ ∑ E(𝑒𝑖𝑗

2)𝐽
𝑗=1 =  ‖𝐓‖2 𝑒

1−𝑒
,𝐼

𝑖=1  with T the true data matrix. 

In total, 2 (number of time points) x 2 (number of person clusters) x 2 (number of 

symptom clusters) x 3 (size of person clusters) x 3 (size of symptom clusters) x 2 (congruence 

of the reference profiles) x 3 (amount of error) x 20 (replicates) = 8640 simulated data sets 

were generated. Each data set was analyzed with 2M-KSC, using the correct number of 

person clusters K and symptom clusters C, using 500 random initializations and one rational 

initialization of the partition scores 𝑝𝑖𝑘 and  𝑝𝑗𝑐, as described in the previous section. 

4.2  Results  

4.2.1  Sensitivity to local minima 

Ideally, we want our algorithm to find the global minimum, that is, the solution 

associated with the lowest possible loss function value. However, due to the error 

perturbations in our simulated data, this global minimum is unknown (see e.g., De Roover, 

Ceulemans, Timmerman, Vansteelandt, Stouten, & Onghena, 2012). Therefore, we obtain a 

surrogate global minimum by seeding the 2M-KSC algorithm with the correct partition scores 

𝑝𝑖𝑘 and 𝑝𝑗𝑐. Subsequently, we compared the loss function value of the best solution out of 

the 501 runs (500 random and one rational) with this surrogate global minimum value to 

determine if our algorithm ended in a local minimum for sure. This was the case for 369 out 

of the 8640 data sets (4.3%). The majority of the associated data sets contained four 

symptom clusters (72%), four subject clusters (68%), had a high degree of congruency (66%), 

and/or contained  an a lot of error (i.e., e= .60; 54%). 

For each data set we computed the attraction rate, which equals the percentage of the 

501 initializations that ends up in a loss function value that differs less than 10-6 from that of 
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the finally selected solution. On average, we found an attraction rate of 34% (171 out of 501 

starts). To analyze how the attraction rate differs as a function of the manipulated 

characteristics, we performed an analysis of variance (ANOVA). Only considering the effects 

for which the partial eta-squared values 𝜂𝑝
2 exceed .20, we found sizeable main effects of the 

number of person clusters (𝜂𝑝
2 = .45), the number of  symptom clusters (𝜂𝑝

2 = .31), the size 

of the symptom clusters (𝜂𝑝
2 = .21), the degree of congruence between the reference 

profiles (𝜂𝑝
2 = .40), and the amount of error on the data (𝜂𝑝

2 = .56). In general, less random 

runs end up in the retained solution when the data are more complex, the reference profiles 

are more congruent and the data contain more error (see Figure 3). 

To examine if the attraction rate predicts whether a data set ends up in a local minimum, 

we performed a logistic regression with a binary dummy, indicating whether the analysis 

yielded a local minimum for sure, as dependent variable and the attraction rate as 

independent variable. The results revealed that a lower attraction rate (%) significantly 

contributes to the odds of ending up in a local minimum (B=-0.18, p<.005).   

 

Figure 3. Boxplots of the attraction rates (%) as a function of the number of person clusters, 

the number of symptom clusters, the size of the symptom clusters, the degree of 

congruence between reference profiles, and the amount of error on the data.  

4.2.2 Goodness of recovery  

We evaluated the goodness of recovery of the obtained solutions with respect to (a) the 

person clustering and (b) the symptom clustering. 
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(a) Recovery of the person clustering  

We used the Adjusted Rand Index (ARI; Hubert & Arabie, 1985), computed between the 

true person partition and the estimated one, to examine how well the person clustering was 

recovered. This ARI value is one when both partitions are equal, zero when they resemble 

each other as expected by chance and is negative when they resemble each other less than 

expected by chance.  

Overall a mean person ARI of .81 was found. Moreover, for the majority of data sets 

(5479 out of 8640; 63%) the person ARI equals one. We performed an ANOVA, with the 

person ARI as dependent variable and the seven manipulated data characteristics as 

independent variables to investigate their influence on the person ARI. We found sizeable 

main effects of the number of time points (𝜂𝑝
2 = .35),  the degree of congruence between 

reference profiles (𝜂𝑝
2 = .41), and the amount of error on the data (𝜂𝑝

2 = .53), and an 

interaction effect of congruence between reference profiles and amount of error (𝜂𝑝
2 =

.26). These effects imply that the person clustering is recovered worse when less time points 

are available, when the data contain more error and when reference profiles are more 

congruent, and that the congruence effect is stronger in case the error level is higher (see 

Figure 4).   

 

Figure 4. Boxplots of the person ARI as a function of (a) the number of time points and (b) 

the congruence between reference profiles and the amount of error on the data. 

(b) Recovery of the symptom clustering 

We found an overall mean symptom ARI of .87. Furthermore, for 6821 out of the 8640 

data sets (80%) a symptom ARI value of one is found. We studied the influence of the 
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manipulated characteristics on the variable ARI by means of an ANOVA. Sizeable main 

effects of the number of time points (𝜂𝑝
2 = .23),  the congruence between reference profiles 

(𝜂𝑝
2 = .26), and the amount of error on the data (𝜂𝑝

2 = .38)  were found. These effects 

imply that the symptom clustering is recovered worse when the data consist of less time 

points, when the reference profiles are more congruent, and when the data contains more 

error (see Figure 5).       

 

Figure 5. Boxplots of the symptom ARI as a function of (a) the number of time points, (b) the 

congruence between reference profiles and (c) the amount of error on the data.  

5. Application 

Clinical trials commonly study the effect of a particular biomedical or behavioral 

intervention. Whereas this effect may be different for different symptoms or persons (Fried 

& Nesse, 2015), closer investigations at either symptom- or person level are still the 

exception. In this paper we will focus on a single mental disorder, namely major depressive 

disorder, which is highly prevalent and puts a strong burden on society (World Health 

Organization, 2008). Especially for the treatment of MDD, insights into differential symptom 

and/or person effects could greatly advance the field, seeing that a number of large meta-

analyses have shown that antidepressants only slightly outperform placebos (Khan & Brown, 

2015; Khan, Khan, & Brown, 2002; Kirsch, Deacon, Huedo-Medina, Scoboria, Moore, & 

Johnson, 2008; Pigott, Leventhal, Alter, & Boren, 2010). Indeed, these meta-analyses focus 

on the main effect of antidepressants, while the size of this effect is moderated by person 

characteristics as well as symptom features (e.g., Hieronymus, Emilsson, Nilsson, Eriksson, 

2015; Kaymaz, van Os, Loonen, & Nolen, 2008). Therefore, with this application, we aim to 

examine whether persons can be divided into a number of person clusters and whether 
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symptoms can be divided into a number of symptom clusters, where combinations of a 

person and a symptom cluster are associated with distinct symptom severity time profiles. 

Taken together, we hope to uncover in this way symptom and person differences in 

response to the intervention.  

To this end, we analyze data set version 3.0 from the NIH-supported STAR*D study (Fava 

et al., 2003; Rush et al., 2004). In this study, a total of 1240 MDD patients received the 

selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor (SSRI), citalopram for at least five subsequent clinical 

visits2 (week 0, 2, 4, 6, and 9 of the treatment). However, within this group of 1240 patients 

a lot of data were missing not at random3. To adequately handle this we would have to 

implement multiple imputation methods. This extension falls outside the scope of this 

manuscript, as this application is merely a proof-of-principle study. Consequently, we 

listwise deleted persons with missing scores. This way, we end up analyzing the symptom 

time profiles (five time points) of 169 MDD patients. To monitor treatment during the 

STAR*D study, clinicians rated the Quick Inventory of Depressive Symptoms (QIDS; Rush et 

al., 2003), containing the following depression symptoms: (1) problems falling asleep, (2) 

waking up during the night, (3) waking up too early, (4) sleeping too much, (5) feeling sad, (6) 

decreased or increased appetite, (7) decreased or increased weight, (8) lack of concentration 

and difficulties with decision making, (9) negative view of myself, (10) thoughts of death or 

suicide, (11) lack of general interest, (12) low energy level, (13) feeling slowed down, and 

(14) feeling restless. At entry and exit, some additional characteristics were evaluated: 

overall MDD symptom severity, functional outcome, quality of life, side effects, patient 

satisfaction, and utilization and cost, assessing the number of times a healthcare provider or 

Emergency Room was visited or the number of times a hospital admission was required for 

both mental health and other medical reasons.   

To find an optimal two-mode KSC model for this dataset, we used the model selection 

procedure described in Section 3.3. More specifically, we analyzed our data with the 2M-KSC 

algorithm with both K, the number of person clusters, and C, the number of symptom 

clusters, varying from one to five. For each value of K and C, we used 500 random 

                                                      
2 This amount of time points was chosen to have enough points to reliably cluster the data. 
3 This is due to several reasons (e.g., treatment discontinuation due to decrease or increase of 
symptoms, or switching treatment). 
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initializations and 1 rational initialization4 of both the person and symptom partitions. Figure 

6 shows the loss function values of the obtained solutions. When checking whether the fit 

values of the different solutions vary enough, we get: 

𝐿(1,1) − 𝐿(5,5)

𝑆𝑆𝑄𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 − 𝐿(1,1)
=

4.93 × 103 − 4.07 × 103

25.97 × 103 − 4.93 × 103
= 0.04 (4%) 

implying that the fit differences are too small to warrant the use of the CHull procedure. We 

retained the solution with two person clusters and two symptom clusters as it is 

parsimonious and well-interpretable.   

 

Figure 6.  Loss function values for 2M-KSC solutions for the symptom severity data with K 

and C varying from one to five.  

Out of the 169 MDD patients, 80 were assigned to the first person cluster and 89 to the 

second one. Regarding the clustering of symptoms, we find that 10 symptoms are assigned 

to the first symptom cluster and four to the second symptom cluster. As the second 

symptom cluster comprises problems with falling asleep, waking up during the night, 

sleeping too much, and feeling restless, we call this the sleep symptom cluster, while the 

first symptom cluster will be referred to as the general symptoms cluster. 

The four obtained reference profiles are displayed in Figure 7. From this figure we 

conclude that the severity of both symptom clusters decreases from time point 1 to time 

point 5 for patients in the first person cluster. However, patients in the second person 

cluster show severity time profiles that stagnate, meaning that the intervention does not 

                                                      
4 Note, that in computing the single rational start in this application, profiles with a constant severity 
score of zero were treated as profiles with a constant positive severity score (>0) in order to be able 
to scale the profile to a SSQ value of one.  
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really change the symptom severity. Therefore the first person cluster will be referred to as 

the better response cluster, while the second one will be labeled the worse response cluster. 

Within the better response cluster we also see differences in symptom time profiles for 

sleep and general symptoms, namely that the severity decrease is higher for general 

symptoms than for sleep symptoms, implying that sleep symptoms are more persistent for 

these patients.               

 

Figure 7. Obtained reference profiles for the MDD application 

We used the characteristics measured at both entry and exit of the treatment to validate 

the patient clustering. Patients in the better response cluster indeed showed a better 

physical health (Short Form Health Survey - Physical, t(161)=2.40, p=0.018) and a higher 

quality of life score (Quality of Life Enjoyment and Satisfaction, t(161)=2.29, p=0.023) at 

treatment entry than patients in the second person cluster. Moreover, at treatment exit, the 

patients from the better response cluster showed a better outcome in terms of MDD 

symptoms (Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression, t(143)=-7.90, p<0.001; Inventory of 

Depressive Symptomatology – Clinician Rated, t(140)=-7.80, p<0.001; Inventory of 

Depressive Symptomatology – Self Rated, t(130)=-6.63, p<0.001), functioning (Short Form 

Health Survey - Physical, t(130)=2.25, p=0.026; Short Form Health Survey - Mental, 

t(130)=6.64, p<0.001; Work and Social Adjustment Scale5, t(130)=-6.28, p<0.001; Work and 

                                                      
5
 The Work and Social Adjustment Scale assesses how much the depression impairs work and social 

activities. 
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Productive Activity Impairment – Percentage activities impairment, t(130)=-2.87, p=0.005), 

quality of life (Quality of Life Enjoyment and Satisfaction, t(130)=6.65, p<0.001) and 

satisfaction with the treatment (Patient Satisfaction Inventory – Treatment, t(130)=4.43, 

p<0.001) than those in the worse response cluster.  

Overall, while the small number of patients examined here cannot be considered 

representative of all participants in the STAR *D study, or of depressed patients in general, 

we draw three conclusions from our proof-of-principle study that may be worth investigating 

in follow-up studies and larger samples. First, patients in the first person cluster respond 

better to the citalopram treatment as they show a stronger relative decrease in symptom 

severity. Second the effect of citalopram is stronger on general depression symptoms than 

on sleep symptoms. Third patients in the first cluster start the citalopram treatment with a 

better physical health and quality of life and show a higher functional outcome, quality of 

life and satisfaction with the treatment at treatment exit than patients in the second person 

cluster. 

6.  Discussion 

In this discussion, we will first discuss some other application areas, where 2M-KSC might 

be useful. Next, we go deeper into the model characteristics and compare 2M-KSC to other 

biclustering methods at the phenotype level (see introduction).  

6.1  Other domains of application  

Intervention studies are only one of the possible fields of application of 2M-KSC. In 

psychology and special education, prospective studies have gained much attention in the 

last years, in which multiple variables are tracked across time for multiple persons. For 

example, many psychological studies track mental health of persons (e.g., students) across 

time in multiple-wave longitudinal designs, measuring several aspects of psychological well-

being at each time point (e.g., Pe, Brose, Gotlib, & Kuppens, in press). Similarly, in special 

education, researchers aim to gain insight into developmental problems such as 

mathematical learning difficulties by exploring the associations between arithmetic strategy 

development, numerical magnitude processing, working memory and phonological 

processing across time (e.g., Vanbinst, Ghesquière, & De Smedt, 2014).  

2M-KSC could also be of use in systems biology and metabolomics where the presence of 

an abundance of biological variables (e.g., biomolecules, metabolites) in biological samples 
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(e.g., urine, blood) is tracked across time, often under different experimental conditions 

(e.g., Timmerman, Hoefsloot, Smilde, & Ceulemans, 2015). 2M-KSC would allow to unravel 

whether or not the partitioning of the samples and variables is respectively related to the 

different experimental conditions and biological processes, while simultaneously revealing 

differential effects of the experimental conditions on these processes. 

Moreover in environmental studies, one often measures multiple pollution parameters 

(e.g., water quality, air quality, presence of different chemicals) across time at different 

geographical sites. The question then rises whether biclusters of sites and pollution 

parameters can be found which are characterized by distinct evolution profiles of pollution 

across time. This is another question that could be tackled by 2M-KSC. 

Finally, in signal processing, databases are available on the amount of emails a set of 

persons send to each other across time (e.g., the famous ENRON email corpus; Papalexakis, 

Sidiropoulos, & Bro, 2013). Applying 2M-KSC would allow to inspect whether groups of 

senders and receivers can be discerned for which email correspondence for instance peaks 

at different points in time.  

6.2  Similarities and differences between 2M-KSC and other methods at the phenotype 

level 

As stated in the introduction, interest in clustering the multivariate time profiles of 

different persons has strongly increased. In this paper, we are particularly interested in 

biclustering methods that can simultaneously cluster both persons and variables, based on 

the phenotype of the associated time profiles. Thus, although a  much larger literature on 

biclustering methods exists (e.g. Madeira & Oliveira, 2005; Madeira & Oliveira, 2009; 

Madeira, Teixeira, Sa-Correia, & Oliveira, 2010; Meng & Huang, 2012; Van Mechelen, Bock, 

& De Boeck, 2004), we will focus on methods that are developed to find biclusters in a 

longitudinal three way setting (e.g., Jiang, Pei, Ramanathan, Tang, & Zhang, 2004; Li, Ye, Wu, 

& Ng, 2012; Papalexakis, Sidiropoulos, & Bro, 2013; Polanski et al., 2014; Supper, Strauch, 

Wanke, Harter, & Zell, 2007; Zhang, Wang, Ashby, Chen, & Huang, 2012). In the next 

paragraphs we review the differences and similarities between 2M-KSC and these other 

phenotype level methods, making use of three distinguishing characteristics. 

A first distinguishing characteristic pertains to the nature of the clustering of the persons 

and the variables, and the resulting biclustering. Regarding the clustering of the persons and 

https://ppw.kuleuven.be/okp/people/Iven_Van_Mechelen/
https://ppw.kuleuven.be/okp/people/Paul_De_Boeck/
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the variables, this clustering can either be exclusive (each person/variable belongs to one 

cluster at maximum) or overlapping (each person/variable can belong to multiple clusters) 

on the one hand, and partial (not all persons/variables are clustered) or complete (all 

persons/variables are clustered) on the other hand, and may be different for persons and 

variables. If at least one of both clusterings is exclusive, the biclusters are exclusive as well 

(panel a and b of Figure 8). In case both the person and variable clustering are overlapping, 

the associated biclustering can be exclusive (panel c of Figure 8) or overlapping (panel d of 

Figure 8). Whereas 2M-KSC implies an exclusive and complete person and variable clustering 

(panel a of Figure 8), many of the alternative methods induce overlapping and partial 

clusterings (e.g., Jiang et al., 2004; Li et al., 2012; Papalexakis et al., 2013; Polanski et al., 

2014; Supper et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2012) because most of them were built to study gene 

expression. Indeed, it makes sense that single genes can be associated with multiple 

biological functions or processes (Tanay, Sharan, & Shamir, 2002) while others do no play a 

role in the processes under study. 

 

Figure 8. Possible assignment patterns: (a) exclusive person and variable clustering, (b) 

exclusive person and overlapping variable clustering, (c) overlapping person and variable 

clustering with exclusive biclustering and, (d) overlapping person and variable clustering with 

overlapping biclustering; for both partial (dark grey coloring) and complete clustering (grey 

coloring).  

The second characteristic pertains to the type of biclusters, as biclusters can either be 

homogeneous, heterogeneous on the persons or heterogeneous on the variables. When a 

bicluster is homogeneous this means that all time profiles within the same bicluster are 

modeled by exactly the same reference profile, as is the cased in 2M-KSC or in both the 

coclustering method of Papalexakis et al. (2013) and the tensor factorization methods of Li 

et al. (2012) and Zhang et al. (2012). When a bicluster is heterogeneous on the persons 

(resp. variables), each person (resp. variable) in the bicluster has its own reference profile, 
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but this reference profile stays the same for all variables (resp. persons) within the bicluster. 

Gene expression focused methods use in most cases heterogeneous biclusters. For instance, 

Jiang et al. (2004) look for biclusters of genes and conditions (i.e., modules) in which each 

gene displays the same time profile for all conditions in the module, but the profiles of the 

separate genes may differ, while Polanski et al. (2014) rather allow for heterogeneity across 

conditions. Furhtermore, Supper et al. (2007) induce homogeneous as well as 

heterogeneous biclusters.  

The third and last characteristic pertains to whether or not the method is built on a fit 

measure that indicates how well the total data set is reconstructed. 2M-KSC models the total 

data set by simultaneously partitioning all rows and columns into mutually exclusive clusters. 

To this end a loss function is used that indicates how much of the variability in the observed 

data is captured by the model. In contrast, most, but not all (e.g., Papalexakis et al., 2013), 

alternative methods sequentially extract biclusters, without considering how well they fit the 

complete data (e.g., Jiang et al., 2004; Polanski et al., 2014; Supper et al., 2007).  

6.3  Conclusion 

We introduced 2M-KSC to study how the shape of multivariate time profiles varies as a 

function of the persons and variables under study. To this aim, persons and variables are 

partitioned simultaneously, relating each combination of a person and variable cluster, and 

thus each bicluster, to a single reference profile. This reference profile reflects the 

prototypical shape of the profiles in the bicluster, discarding amplitude scaling differences. 

Such differences are modeled by means of amplitude scores. 
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In this dissertation we proposed some new clustering methods for teasing apart 

amplitude and shape differences when analyzing time profile data. The starting point was 

KSC (Yang & Leskovec, 2011), a method developed by computer scientists that assigns time 

profiles to a cluster based on their shape and estimates a single reference profile for each 

cluster, reflecting the prototypical shape of the time profiles assigned to the cluster. The 

amplitude differences within the cluster are captured by amplitude coefficients, which 

indicate how much the reference profile has to be inflated or deflated to approximate the 

observed time profiles as well as possible. In the first chapter we showed that KSC is also 

useful for psychological research by applying it to emotional intensity data. We found two 

shape clusters, early- and late-blooming profiles that could be meaningfully related to event 

appraisals and the use of emotion regulation strategies. In Chapter 2 we adjusted KSC to 

detect and handle outlying time profiles, leading to the new method robKSC. In a proof-of-

principle simulation study, we demonstrated that this method is to be preferred over the 

scaling-to-a-norm-of-one strategy proposed by Yang and Leskovec (2011). Furthermore, we 

extended KSC to more complex data structures. Specifically, we proposed new KSC methods 

for hierarchically organized data (KSC-N) and multivariate data (2M-KSC) in Chapter 3 and 4, 

respectively and illustrated their empirical value by applications to real datasets. Specifically, 

we showed that individual differences in the repertoire of emotional intensity profiles were 

meaningfully related to depression (Chapter 3) and that individual differences in the effects 

across time of a particular MDD treatment were related to physical health and quality of life 

prior and after therapy; moreover, the treatment effects were distinctive for sleep 

symptoms and general symptoms (Chapter 4).  

In this concluding chapter, we will focus on two aspects that researchers have to take 

into account when deciding on the optimal KSC strategy for their time profile data and point 

to related directions for future research. Note that if one is not interested in disentangling 

shape and amplitude differences or if one wants to go beyond the manifest level of the 

observed time profiles, KSC should not be the modeling framework of choice (see 

introduction of Chapter 1 and Chapter 4). A first aspect is the structure of the data –two-

mode, nested, three-mode- and the associated research questions and determines which 

KSC method should best be applied: KSC, KSC-N, 2M-KSC (or the robust variant thereof). The 
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second aspect pertains to three data characteristics, that may disturb the obtained results: 

(1) some of the time profiles are zero or near-zero profiles, (2) timing differences, and (3) the 

variables under study fluctuate rapidly, leading to ragged time profiles. As we will discuss 

below, in some cases it may be wise to cope with these data characteristics, by 

preprocessing the data or by implementing additional modeling steps.  

1. Data structure and research questions and hypotheses 

Which of the proposed KSC methods –KSC, KSC-N, 2M-KSC- is the most appropriate 

depends on the structure of the dataset at hand and on the questions and hypotheses of the 

researcher. In general, the more complex the data structure, the more options one has. 

Indeed, in case of simple two-mode data (e.g., individual by time point data with one time 

profile for each individual) one can only apply the original KSC method or the robust variant 

thereof. 

When the data can be hierarchically organized (e.g., multiple time profiles per individual) 

one can either apply the original KSC method to the collected profiles for all level-one units 

(as we actually did in Chapter 1) or the novel KSC-N method that we proposed in Chapter 3 

to the hierarchically structured data. As discussed in Chapter 3, KSC-N yields the interesting 

possibility to examine individual differences in profile repertoire (e.g., the number and 

nature of experienced profile shapes), while KSC focuses on general profile variability and 

reveals individual differences only in an indirect way.  

In case of three-way three-mode data implied by multivariate time profiles (e.g., 

measurements of the same set of situations/symptoms for a set of individuals), 2M-KSC, 

which is described in Chapter 4, is added to the modeling toolbox to choose from. As 

discussed above, the advantage of 2M-KSC is that, through the person clustering and 

situation/symptom clustering, it provides an insightful and parsimonious overview of how 

time profiles vary as a function of both situations/symptoms and individuals. Yet, for some 

three-way three-mode time profile data this method may be too restrictive. More 

specifically, when using 2M-KSC the symptom/situation clustering needs to be exactly the 

same for all person clusters, while this may not always be a realistic. For example, in some 

datasets a certain cluster of individuals may react similarly to all situations under study, 

while another cluster of individuals may adapts its reaction according to the specific 
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situation. This implies that the situation clustering is not the same across individuals, and, 

hence, that it may be better to choose KSC-N or KSC.  

Of course, for more complex data structures like hierarchically organized or three-way 

three-mode data, other KSC variants could be proposed in the future to address specific 

questions or hypotheses. For instance, for three-mode emotional intensity data, one could 

argue that all individuals have the same repertoire of possible emotional reactions, but that 

the situation features that elicit these specific reactions differ across persons. Hence, one 

could build a restricted KSC-N model that clusters persons and situations while allowing the 

situation clustering to vary across the person clusters but restricts the reference profiles of 

the different person clusters to be identical. As a second example, when applying 2M-KSC to 

three-mode multivariate time profile data, it might make sense to limit the number of 

different reference profiles rather than allowing for different reference profiles for all 

biclusters. For instance, one could run an analysis with three person clusters and three 

situation/symptom clusters, while limiting the number of different reference profiles to four 

instead of 9 (i.e., one for each bicluster).  

2. Data characteristics that require preprocessing or adjusted modeling steps  

2.1  Zero or near-zero time profiles 

Time profiles that have a value of zero at every time point lead to an identifiability 

problem. Indeed, a zero profile fits perfectly in each shape cluster when it is given the 

amplitude score of zero, meaning that zero profiles can be assigned to any given cluster. A 

second problem pertains to near-zero time profiles, that is, time profiles that are zero or 

close to zero at all time points. Depending on the data context the information included in 

these near-zero profiles can vary from very informative to barely valuable. For example, 

when researchers are interested in examining the reaction time to visual stimuli during child 

development (e.g., Rose, Feldman, Jankowski & Caro, 2002), near-zero profiles are very 

informative, as they suggest that the child can detect and locate a visual stimulus very fast. 

Conversely, in systems biology measurement values below critical values such as limits of 

detection are negligible (e.g., Armbruster & Pry, 2008; Harris, 2010). This suggests that, 

within this domain, time profiles that never exceed such a critical value or limit of detection 

lack any significant information. However, such profiles may significantly steer the KSC 

analysis. 
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During this doctoral period we briefly worked on this problem, when analyzing data from 

a microbial study in which cultures of E. coli were grown under different experimental 

conditions. Both during the exponential growth phase and the stationary phase of the 

fermentations, the concentration of intracellular metabolites was measured at multiple time 

points using gas chromatography in conjunction with mass spectrometry. This led to a single 

time profile for each metabolite under study (Rubingh et al., 2009). In this particular dataset 

we faced 5% of zero profiles and an additional 79% of profiles that were completely under 

the detection limit. To deal with these zero and near-zero profiles, we developed a novel 

variant of KSC that included a soft thresholding procedure. In this method we added a 

preprocessing step in which all zero and near-zero profiles are assigned to an additional zero 

cluster with a zero reference profile. Furthermore, during the actual iterative data analysis of 

the remaining time profiles we temporarily assigned time profiles of which all reconstructed 

values were below the detection limit to this zero cluster. Preliminary results showed that 

KSC in conjunction with this soft thresholding procedure led to more biologically valid results 

than standard KSC and KSC in conjunction with a hard thresholding procedure.  

2.2  Timing differences  

All methods studied and developed within this dissertation assume that the set of time 

points is the same for all profiles, were “same” should be interpreted in terms of the 

dynamical process under study. For some studies, process time is equivalent to physical 

time. For an example one can think of the intervention study in Chapter 4, where time points 

reflected particular treatment weeks.  However, in other studies, the physical timing may 

differ across participants, because the length of the process varies as well. For an example, 

we refer to the emotional intensity data in Chapter 1 and 3 of this dissertation. Here, time 

profiles were stretched to equal length, so that time points reflects  the relative timing of the 

process.  If the time points are not the same in the process sense, in that some parts of the 

underlying process start earlier or later for some individuals or in that some parts of the 

process lasts longer or shorter (e.g., due to measurement problems or faulty equipment) the 

profiles under study are not properly aligned, which may considerably hamper KSC-based 

analyses of the data. 

To overcome these alignment problems, a first option could be to preprocess the data by 

aligning them by means of some shifting and/or warping procedure. This is illustrated in the 
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case of the longitudinal microbial metabolomics E. coli data set referred to above (Rubingh 

et al., 2009). In this data set alignment problems showed up due to differences in growth 

rate under the different experimental conditions. This was taken care of by redefining the 

first time point as the one at which 20% of the maximal biomass was reached, the last time 

point as the fourth measurement in the stationary phase, and with all intermediate time 

points being obtained by linear interpolation. An alternative option to deal with alignment 

problems would be to sideline them during the data-analysis. For example, the original KSC 

method (Yang and Leskovec, 2011), estimates for each observed time profile an optimal time 

shifting score when calculating the match with each reference profile. Within this doctoral 

thesis, we turned off this shifting step, as we only studied data sets for which it was 

reasonable to assume that the variables under study were measured at the same time 

points. Otherwise, as an aside, one may note that thus far warping time profiles during a KSC 

analysis is not possible. Further research would be needed to develop this option and 

investigate its relative performance to a preprocessing alternative. 

2.3  Rapid fluctuations 

When time profiles fluctuate rapidly, for example when studying heart rate variability 

over time (e.g., Acharya, Joseph, Kannathal, Min Lim & Suri, 2006) the data profiles as well as 

the reference profiles obtained from a KSC analysis may be rather ragged, which may 

complicate the reference profiles’ interpretation. To overcome this problem one could 

consider to smooth the profiles (e.g., by making use of B-splines (Bollaerts, Eilers & Van 

Mechelen, 2006; De Boor, 1976; Eilers & Marx, 1996). Again, this smoothness can either be 

imposed on the observed time profiles as a preprocessing step (see, e.g., Rubingh et al., 

2009), or on the reference profiles during the actual data analysis. Further research and 

simulation studies are needed to point out which strategy is to be preferred under what 

circumstances. 
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